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By Brent Macey . 
Ice has been, and always will be 
· the great equalizer. The large 
and the small of body are all sub-
ject to falls. Ice shows no respect 
for anyone. It may strike even the 
most unassuming person at the 
most unexpected time. 
Because of the severity of this 
winter, one notices everyday a 
great variety ol .:,lip.:, and Calli, oo 
the snowy ice dotted sidewalks 
across campus. . 
Neil Hammer said that the 
problem of how to walk on ice has 
always intrigued him. "It is an 
a'.rt," Hammer said." It's all in 
the stepping, Hammer demon-
strates, crouching over. 
' 'Bend your knees such that -
when you put your foot down, 
your weight is directly over your 
feet.'' 
Technique varies with each 
individual. Senior Shane Numoz 
said, ''I try to place the entire 
sole of my foot on the ice surf ace, 
and also I try and hold my arms 
out a little for balance." 
Nick Cianciulli, manager of the 
game room in the MUB gave the 
-secret to his success on ice. 
Cianciulli said that he hadn't 
fallen in almost ten years. That 
fall had been a bad one, Cianciulli 
said. "I landed right on my ass. 
''Now I take small steps and 
keep my head down so I can 
watch where I put my feet.'' 
Cianciulli said that the real 
secret was "try to wear rubber 
soles.'' He would not specify any 
special type of rubber but re-
iterated ''just rubber.'' 
Louis Grondin, from Berlin ap-
proached the- subject in a 
slightly different manner. "If its 
a big hill I slide . all the way," 
Grondin said. "It's the easiest 
way not to fall. I just give a little 
push and slide.'' 
. . Going up hill was a different 
· matter. "I usually trv to hold on 
to anything and pttll ;nyself up. If 
I can't, I look for anytnmg that 
might give me traction-you 
know, a little speck of grass or 
crust or spot of dirt.' ' 
~uniQr Peter Ril}ger said the-
trick was in "walking slowly" 
and "picking your feet up and 
planting them down flat at 
shoulder width." Ringer also 
added this little morsel. "Ice 
usually tends toward the middle, 
(Nick Novick photo) 
so I usually walk on the sides 
where you can find crust to 
support you." 
"I have no technique," said 
Junior Karen Corrigan. "I fall a 
lot," she admitted. , 
$UNH disc jockey Bruce 
Pingree wouldn't reveal any real 
teclmique. "It's a feel," he said. 
"I play a lot of hockey and boot 
hockey so I guess I've got a feel 
for it. I kind of lean into it a 
little. Usually I'm wearing a pair 
of sneakers of Sorrel boots," 
Pingree said. 
SLIPPING, page 7 
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House pa~~s 
·student trtitee hill 
tsy Diane Breda ~-.· " 
. The House voted unanimously yest :ijay i fav()r of the 
student trustee bill which asks for the elect"on rather than 
appointment of the student trustee in the University System. 
The House held a :voice vote. There was no discussion on the 
bill. 
The student trustee is now appointed to the Board of Trustees 
by the Governor. Deborah Child of Keene is the student trustee 
,th~_year. 
~ The trustee bill states the student-elected trustee will rotate 
~ong the three schools (Keene, Plymouth and Durham). The 
student trustee will serve for three years. 
' /' The trustee bill has 14 sponsors including President of the 
Sccmt~ AII JctculJl)uu <R-New LonaonJ. ana sen. Rooert irenneuy 
(D-Dover). 
Originator of the bill, Rep. Leo Lessard (D-Dover), expected 
. Ac{ight on the floor of the House. Five persons were prepared 
to speak in favor of the bill. 
They were: Education Committee Chairman Rep. John Gem-
mill (Rand D-Hebron), Rep Michael Corneilius <D-Dover), Rep. 
Howard Dickenson CR-Conway), Rep. Celia Winn CD-Nashua), 
and Rep. William Boucher (R-Lond~nderry). 
William Bigelow, Gov. Meldrim Thomson's legislative counsel, 
was standing outside House chambers trying to organize an effort 
to oppose the bill. No one spoke in opposition to the bill. 
The Education Committee voted Tuesday 17-1 in favor of the 
student trustee l5ill. The one member opposed was Rep. _John 
Chandler CR-Warner) . 
The student trustee bill will now go to the Senate Educa.tlon 
Committee. -~essard said. "That's Steve Smith's (Sen. Stephen 
Smith, R and D - Plymouth) committee and he has supported this 
all the way.~' 
TRUSTEE, page 5 
UNH f acuity disagree 
over uniQn eligibility 
By Gary Langer Edward J . Haseltine, chairman 
of the ELRB, said the ELRB will 
' hold a "pre-election conference" 
in the future to determine 
"procedural matters such as 
cut-off dates and eligibility lists.'' 
Students may he charged 
for improving Hood House 
A disagreement over which 
faculty members within the Uni-
versity will be eligible to vote in 
the forthcoming unionization 
elections has arisen between the 
University and the two unions 
that are competing to represent 
the faculties of all three System 
campuses. 
The American Association of 
University Professors (AAUP) 
and the National Education 
Association (NEA) have included · 
athletic coaches who teach and 
full-time lecturers on their eli-
gibility lists. Those personnel have 
not been included on the Uni-
Haseltine said the conference 
will include representatives of 
the AAUP, the NEA, and the 
Univeristy. 
"It is up to the ELRB to 
examine tl:e lists. The University 
provided what we think is the 
proper list, ' ' said Plumer. 
"The ELRB will probably solve _ 
this problem fo~ us," said Sylvia 
BARGAINING_. page 7 By Betsy Bair, 
A proposal including three op-
tions to implement the needed 
~hanges in staff and facilities at 
· Hood House has been drafted by 
·Richard Stevens, vice provost for 
student affairs. Stevens said each 
option suggests some sort of stu-
dent fee . 
"Whether it be a voluntary, 
mandatory, or fee for direct ser-
vices, we will have to initiate a 
student fee, or eliminate ser-
vices," Stevens said. "There are 
no other sources of funds." 
Stevens was ref erring to the 
recommendations made by the 
Health Services Advisory Com-
mittee last spring, to improve 
staffing and facilities at Hood 
House. The suggestions called for 
'$70,000 to $100,000 in '. increased 
funding. . 
"It requires some form of new 
funding,'' Stevens said yesterday 
about the Hood House recom-
mendations, "the students are 
the only source left to go to.'' 
Stevens rejected a $55 manda-
tory health fee last year after stu-
dents and student caucus mem-
bers overwhelmingly protested 
it. 
Stevens said it will be a week 
to ten days before the staffs of the 
Counseling and Testing Center, 
(CTC), Hood House, Career Plan-
ning and Placement Center, the 
president's office and the student 
affa~r~s office, review the options 
and make any decision. 
Before drawing up the draft, 
Stevens said he visited the cam-
puses at the University of Maine, 
the University of Rhode Island 
and Bentley College in Massachu-
setts to review their health ser-
vices. 
The draft came about after the 
rejection of another proposal . 
three weeks ago. .Stevens and 
University President Eugene S. 
Mills rejected a proposal to trim 
down and incorporate the CTC 
· with Hood House and the Career 
Planning Center after the release 
of a feasibility report done by 
an ad hoc committee. 
The committee recommended 
that particular proposal not be 
implemented because the sa-
vings would not have outweighed 
the disadvantages of cutting 
down the counseling and testing 
services. 
Barbara Cavanaugh, nurse su-
. pervisor at Hood House, said that 
the staff there was disappointed 
· because "we continue to lack any 
secure funding. Some of our 
· needs are shocking," she said _ 
The Health Services Commit-
tee recommended lhe addition of 
two new doctors, a nurse practi-
tioner, two clinical nurses and a 
licensed practical nurse. 
The committee also recom-
mended the institution of a health 
fee, or the combination of a mo-
dest fee and a fee for direct ser-
, vices. 
versity's elim.bility list. _ 
The Employee Labor Relations 
Board (ELRB) decided that all 
full-time faculty should be in-
cluded," said Professor David 
Meeker, president of the Durham -
:chapter of the AAUP, "but full-
time lecturers were left off the 
University's list." 
Meeker, a math professor, said 
there are "30 to 40" full-time 
· lecturers at the university. 
"Athletic coaches are con-
sidered to be in tJ1e professional/ 
administrative/technical (PAT) 
category even if they are teach-
ing, because the majority of their 
time is not devoted to faculty 
-pursuits," said Richard Plumer, 
university assistant for public 
.affairs. _ -· 
· "'The University made the list 
it feels is required by the ELRB," 
' said'Plumer. "I don't know about 
full-time lecturers.'' he said. Prof. David Meeker, local AA UP president 
r----_.__INSIDE---------~---------~-~ 
Millen 
Bob Millen has been a 
member of the stu-
dent caucus for two 
years. In that time, 
he has proven to be 
one of the most effec-
tive leaders. Read 





city crowd, last night 
in the Granite State 
Room of the MUB. 
What made Parkening 
so good? Read the . 
story on page 10. 
Vermont 
The UNH basketball 
team could not do to 
Vermont last night 
what the hockey team 
did Tuesday night. 





Approximately 50 supporters of the anti-nuclear power Clam-
shell Alliance gathered at the State House yesterday to protest 
Gov. Meldrim Thomson's pro-nuclear stand and his use of state 
funds to circulate a petition favoring Seabrook. 
Those petitions were placed in state liquor stores. 
Members of ·The Clamshell Alliance presented 8,000 signatures 
opposing the Seabrook nuclear power plant to state legislators. 
According to· a Clamshell spokeswoman Diedre· Blair, a UNH 
student, the signatures have been gathered since 1ast October. 
She said total signatures amount to 53,000 since petitiQ.ns against 
Seabrook started. 
Kari-van additions 
The UNH Kari-van service has added three new Friday night 
runs: a 9:30 run to Newmarket; one to Portsmouth at 10:10 
and a Dover A and B run at 11: 05. 
The Kari-van office received calls from students who wanted 
some late F'rirlay night runs. arrorrling to MikP NiPsP. thP. 
Kari-van director. "It is more than likely we will keep it for 
the rest of the semester," he said. 
Mills to hold forum 
University President Eugene S. Mills will hold an open foruni 
on Thursday, Mar. 4 at 4 p.m. in the East-West Lounge of the 
MUB. 
Mills invites all students to attend the forum in order to discuss 
any aspect of life at the University. 
Reverse discrimination 
The U.S. Supreme Court will decide this week on the constitu-
tionaltty of college admissions programs which give special pre! , 
f erence to blacks and other minority groups~ _ 
This issue is one of the most controversial in civil rights today 
and the courts decision to consider it sets the stage for a landmark 
ruling on these policies. 
Some advocates describe these programs as "affirmative 
action'' while white students who are denied admission call it re-
verse discrimination. 
Last year the California Supreme Court declared unconstitu-
tional a special admissions program at the university's medical 
school at Davis which tried to compensate for past discrimination 
against blacks. 
A white man, Allan Bakke, brought a lawsuit to the court charg-
ing he was denied admission because of his race. 
The Supreme Court will take up the issue at the request of 
regents from the University of California. • 
Keene changes 
Keene State College recently opted for a 4-4-1 ~alendar. Leo F. 
Redfern. president of Keene State College, said that the new 
calendar will allow the use of coll~ge facilities year ro~d and 
w111 prov1ae tor a greater opportumty for course work durmg the 
summer: 
With the new calendar, students at Keene will start classe~ on 
Sept. 5 and finish Dec. 21. There will be only a two-week vaca_ti~m, 
then students will begin second semester on Jan. 8 and fmrsh 
May5. · . . . 
There will be two six-week sessions durmg the summer. 
Redfern thinks that this will allow more students to accelerate 
their education or make up courses during the summer. 
Formerly, a January term wa~ offered, but only nine per cent 
•of the students took advantage of it. 
Legal Services --
doesn't cost a cent 
By Crystal Kent 
In 1976 three local lawyers re-
covered $9,871 for UNH students, 
mostly from· landlords and car 
services. They also saw over 30 
students a week, not counting 
phone calls, and were in court 
every week with student cases. 
The work of a successful law 
firm? No, the student Legal Ser-
vices Committee--and it didn't 
cost a cent. 
The Legal Services Committee 
is a group of six students head- 1 
ed by Vice-President of Student 
Affairs Beth Fischer. Working 1 
with lawyers John Barrett, Mal-· 
colm McNeil, and David Bam-
ford, the committee provides 
free le~al service for undergrad-
uates, evaluates the lawyers' ser-
vices and reports their findings 
to the Student Caucus. 
They also sponsor lectures by 
the lawyers on various legal 
rights of students such as the 
penalties for drinking arrests. 
Formed by the Student Govern-
ment in 1972, the committee was 
the brainchild of off-campus sen-
ator Timothy Hooper. 
"Timothy felt the students 
needed a legal advice service," 
says John Barrett, "and he got 
the ball rolling for the commit-
tee. Jim Anderson was Student 
Body President then and he also 
worked hard for the project.'' 
Barrett was the first of the 
three lawyers contracted by the 
Student Government. A student 
Ted Shepard is one student I 
working with Legal Services . . LA}'VYERS, page_ 13 
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'I see so much more that 
should be happening here.' 
Bv Nancy Waldman 
-..I see~ so much more that 
should be happening here. The 
community is young and should 
be experimenting more," said 
senior Bob Millen, as he looked 
out of the window of the Student 
Government office, \\'here he has 
spent many hours as vi~e-presi-
dent of residential life . 
··1 feelambivalent. There are so 
many things about New Hamp-
shire and UNH that I adore. I 
lived in Boston and it was a beau-
tiful response to come up here." 
Millen a 21-year-old senior 
political ~cience major. serves a_s 
chairman of the Dining and Resi-
dence Advisory Council. a~ well 
as being a Resident Assistant in 
l{andall Hall. 
HP grpw 11v in NPw York . snent 
his high school years in Georgia, 
and now calls Stanford, Connec-
ticut home. 
Millen enjoyed the change from 
the affluent New York area tn the 
area of Augusta. Georgia. Hei--aid 
he saw a different range of values 
and beliefs there. and the people 
were more open-minded. 
"I saw the south go from a man 
named Lester Maddox to a man 
named Jimmy Carter. That's in-
. di cat ive of the \vav the south is 
changing," said Millen. 
"I never was a UNH Senator." 
Millen explained. "When former 
Student Body President Dave 
I<'arnham came through Randall 
campaigning. I asked him some 
questions." After his election. 
Farnham called Millen and 
offered him the appointed pos-
ition or vice president of residen-
tial lire. 
DH.AC was formed in Nov. 1975. 
to create. '·A standing committee 
of people interested in con-
sistently working. through prob-
Bob Millen ·says DRAC memben biggest disappointment was 
the dropping of 24 hour visitation. (Linda MacKenzie ph~to) , 
lems with residential lit'e, '' said Bianco. "Bob is one of the more 
Millen. . effective leaders I have had the 
··It has definitely been a_ sue- pleasure of dealing with. He has 
cess, not only because ol t~e a good capacity to be clear and 
things we've done but also m insightful. He can see through 
terms of opening up the commun- issues which are ostensibly 
ication line,·· he said. "Problems clouded.,. 
develop, and there is a place to Bianco went on to compliment 
deal with them expediently." Millen on his organizational and 
DRAC's members, three rep- leadership ability, and his ability 
resentatives el.eded by each to move things to some conclu-
Area Presidents· Council. along sion. 
with Milten. meet regularly .with '-Without a doubt. the 24-hour 
David Bianco, - the director of visitation policy was the biggest 
residential life. _ disappointment for DRAC," said 
'·Dave Bianco is a very pro- Millen. "It was a worthwhile type 
vocative, exciting man, with a of proposal, and the principle 
fantastic sense of humor. he's a behind it was student <:ontrol 
good man. he adds a lot. a lot over their living environment. I 
of quality." said Millen. "l've have the feeling it was usurped 
learned a lot from him. I'm sµre because of the political realities 
he feels the same about me,'' of the state.·· 
joked Millen. 
'"It is true. He has,.'.' responded MILLEN, page·4 
Dur ham residents to vote 
on burning trash for heat 
By Tim Donovan . they burned the paper. The paper i quality'' mat_erial would be 
The citizens of Durham will is worth more as a fuel <than recycled, he said. 
vote at the March 9 town meeting recyclable material>. Most likely The towns that have expressed 
on a proposal to research the ef- newsprint recycling would be interest in the incinerator are 
fects of a r~onal incinerator stopped," said Bishop. Stratham, Greenlai:id, Newfields, • 
which would generate _ steam for McDonough argues that Newmarket, Newmgton, Mad-
the University from trash. recycled material from paper of- bury, Lee and Barrington. 
The. incinerator would save the fers a savings from a different "In New Hampshire anything 
University thousands of dollars, source. "It requires 29 ~illion of this sort regionally hasn't got-
according to Pat Miller, assistant BTU's <British Thermal Umts) to . ten off the ground due to the in-
director of the service depart-- convert one ton of paper from dependence of the towns. But for 
ment. · virgin stock. It reqmres only 17 some reason I don't see that for 
"Preliminary figures .indicate million BTU's from recycled these people,'' said Miller. 
that we would save about 400,000 materials." Bishop also says that regional 
gallons of oil per year, at 36 cerit-,, "It is conceivable tha~ we could ~ooperation ~as been a problem 
per gallon. Those towns in- . have a plant that for six months m the past. But when 1t comes 
terested would be asked to put in ~e.Jtre recycling," said Miller of down to _a significant amount of 
some amount, proportional to the service _department. "and for !11?.ney, t~ey may be willing to do 
their amount of waste for the the next .. six months we were 1t, he said. 
report," said Miller . ., burning i('"depending on which Bishop said the costs of a 
The report would cost ~p-
proximately $20,000, according to 
, Miller, who said the "total costs 
would be in the neighborhood of 
$350,000 for the new facilities." 
There · is a possible conflict 
between this proposal and · 
recycling efforts. "Is a ton of 
paper worth more after it goes 
through a recycling plant or for 
fuel?;' said Miller .. 
"I just don't see it as the fuel of 
the future," said Robert Mc-
Donough. 
McDonough began circulating 
a petition on Monday, Jan. 31 
which would prohibit incineration 
by the town of Durham. The 
petition asks that the town "adopt 
an ordinance that no cans, glass 
bottles, clean newsprint and 
magazines will be burned or 
buried by the municipal govern- · 
ment. its agents or contractors, 
after July 1, 1977." 
"You can't get more than 50 to 60 
per cent fuel to steam efficien-
cy," said McDonough. "We got to 
start recycling sometime. Why 
not do it at the next town 
meeting'?" 
. According to Professor Paul 
Bishop, chairman of the Civil 
Engineering Department and en-
vironmental engineering advisor, · 
glass and metal could be recycled 
before incineration. 
"Perhaps, it would be best if 
had the highes_t value." . regional operation would be 
Miller -said that ideally, about $6.25 per ton of refuse. In-
everything that could be recycled dependently, the cost of a 
would not be burned, and only municipal plant to Durham would 
household garbage which co~ld be $14 to $15 per ton, and the cost 
not be recy_cled would be m- to Lee would be nearly twice as 
cinerated. At the least the "high . much. 
Student Affairs 
faces budget cut 
Approximately $15,200 may be cut from the budget of the Office 
of Student Affairs this semester, according to Vice Provost for 
Student Affairs Richard Stevens. 
Stevens said the cut will be taken from Student Affairs' general 
funds budget of $103,469. 
The extent of the cut will not be definite until a decision 
is reached by the Board of Trustees identifying from what areas 
the System budget cut of $982,061 will be taken. 
UNH President Eugene S. Mills said he does not know when that 
decision will be made. 
Department heads at UNH have been identifying where cuts in 
their departments can take J:!lace sjnce the budget cut was an-
nounced last month. 
Their. recommendatfons have been compiled by Alan Prince, 
vice provost for budget and administration, and are presently in 
the hands of Mills, who will submit the recommendations to the 
Board for final approval. 
"I don't know yet when its to go on the (Board's) agenda," said 
Mills. 
Stevens said the cuts in his department will be taken from un-1-
filled oositions, supplies, labor, travel and equipmen~. _ _ __ 
He said there will be no_ cuts in the dining and residence hall 
l>u~_gets or in the MUB budget. 
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Faculty • views differ 
on senate restructure 
By Robert McCormack 
Reaction among faculty to the 
Faculty Caucus' proposal for a 
restructuring of the governance 
system at UNH has varied. 
The Caucus proposed that the 
-Universi!YSenate be replaced by 
an Academic Senate and a 
Student' Senate. 
The Academic Senate would 
consist of 50 faculty members, 
10 administrators and 10 students 
to be chosen from the Student 
Senate. The Student Seante 
would be made up of 50 students, 
10 faculty from the Academic 
Senate and 10 administrators who 
routinely deal with students and 
their concerns. 
One concern over the 
proposed senate expressed by 
Professor Donald Murray, chair-
person of the English depart-
ment, is the number of faculty 
that would serve in the Academic 
Senate. 
''I realize the need for 
representation, but I'm appalled 
by the fact that one in ten facul-
ty have to serve." 
Under the caucus proposal 
each of the 46 departments and 
programs in the University would 
:have at least one representative. 
There are, according to the the 
Caucus' report, 5.12 · ful1-time 
faculty in the University. 
Allen Thompson, chairman of· 
the present University Senate 
and assistant professor at 
WSBE, told the caucus Monday 
the Whittemore school would 
prefer to have one senator, 
elected at large, rather than have 
one senator elected from each 
program as proposed by the 
Caucus. 
Thompson said there were not 
enough faculty members from 
WSBE interested in serving the 
senate so as to get four repre-
sentatives. , 
Murray said there are 27 full--
time faculty in the English 
department, but he has had diffi-
culty in finding people to serve 
in the senate. "The senate 
implies you get on a committee; 
this means two to five hours a 
week." Murray said if you add 
this to an already busy schedule, 
"you're sunk:" 
One department head, G.L. 
Klippenstein, chairperson of Bio-
Chemistry, would prefer to have 
department by department 
representation. As with other 
small departments, bio-chemi-
stry "shares" a representative to 
the University Senate with 
another department, animal 
science. 
' Klippenstein said he is "not 
content" with dual representa-
tion. "We would have a better 
level of understanding and 
more communication on what's 
going on" if the bio-chemistry 
department had its own repre-
sentative. 
However, "there is a problem 
in small departments with 
finding a person to serve" in the 
. senate, he said. 
Klippenstein said he has 
served in the senate in the past. 
"I've sometimes wondered 
whether all the issues brought 
before the senate should be heard 
by the senate. I think a shift 
to an Academic Senate is a move 
in the right direction.'' 
Pauline Soukaris, chairperson 
of the social service department, 
Due to parliamentary mistake .--
Ma:riju~fl& _O,i~l l~ves 
- - , • -~ 1. ~ 
By Diane Breda lin's request was never voted on. __ 
· A mistake in parliamentary The Judiciary Committee will 
procedure is giving the mari- vote again on the bill sometime 
juana decriminalization bill an- next week. 
other chance before the House Perkins said Wednesday the 
Judiciary Committee. Judiciary Committee recom-
The decision overturns a 7-6 mended that House Bill 262 to 
vote against the bill. reduce the penalty for possession 
Judiciary Committee members of one ounce or less of marijuana 
decided yesterday that Acting be killed. 
Chairman Rep. Arthur Perkins A suggestion amendment to the 
(R-Concord) could not kill the bill bill was offered last week by 
and say it should not pass. Col. Paul Doyon, director of the 
The committee never made a State Police. so the bill would not 
formal motion to kill the bill. "include hash or hash oil. Doyon 
Rep. Richard Poulin (D-Ber- said an ounce of hash or hash oil 
lin) said, "I tried to stop the pro- is out of proportion to an ounce 
cess (of the chairman) by of marijuana. 
making a motion to adjourn. This The bill would reduce the pos-
was never carried out.'' session of marijuana from a 1_11is-
Parliamentary procedure demeanor to a violation with a 
states a motion to adjourn must mandatory $100 fine and no jail 
be voted on immediaie}y. Pou- sentence. 
Ho1AJ's it tastei' 
· Mark Wynot of Kappa Sigma fraternity shovels in another mouthful in a Greek-sponsored 
ice cream eatmg contest Tuesday afternoon. Mark's stats weren't available, but one girl 
• ate three-quarters of a gallon in about eight minutes. Hmmm-mmm. (Linda Mackenzie photo) 
said "I do favor a chan~e in 
the present (governance) 
system.'' Soukaris said she wants 
"greater faculty input on aca-
demic matters, ·· ·and that this 
could be done with a fifty mem-
ber senate of 30 faculty, 10 
administrators and 10 students. 
"Our faculty member repre-
sents social service and the 
· Sociology and Anthropology 
department. There seems to be 
good communication between our 
faculty member and the other 
department.'' Soukaris said she 
Rep. Richard Poulin 
Poulin said yesterday that two 
committee members who would 
vote in favor of the bill were ab-
sent from Wednesday's vote. "All 
_POT, page 13 
is happy with this arrangement. 
· The Student Caucus has 
apppinted an ad-hoc committee 
to study the Faculty Caucus' 
proppsal and draw up a plan of 
its own. Madeline Quinlan, chair-
person of that committee, said, 
"(Uni\rerisity President ) 
Eugene Mills says he wants to 
do most of the groundwork in 
March; so that's when we hope 
to come up with something.'.' 
Ken Cossingham, also a mem-
ber of that committee, S?id he 
· would like students to have"a 
larger voice in academics than 
is oroposed" by the faculty 
caucus. "It does offer students 
the legislative power, but that 
is not the area where there 
is the most interest." 
Student Body President Jim 
O'Neill expressed concern over 
the faculty caucus' proposal to 
have 10 administrators sit in the 
Student Senate. ':I don't know if 
. all those people would be will-
ing to serve. You can't order 
SENA TE, page 14 
Drug violations are 
,_ ignored by inspectors 
By .Janet Prince -
The Office of Residential Life 
prefers to handle marijua!la and 
alcohol-related problems in-
house with the use of the Student 
Judiciary Board. 
"Some students are breaking 
the law and they don't want 
· police confrontation,'' says 
Director of Residential Life 
· David Bianco. "A great number 
of incidents in the dorms are 
handled by the residence staff 
and the Student Judiciary Board, 
Students don't want police 
records." 
Last December, Bob Millen, 
student vice-president of residen-
tial life, asked the UNH Student 
Caucus to investigate the role of 
the University Police in dorm-
itories. 
attack and I didn't know what 
else to clo," he says. The call was 
answered, but while the police 
were here; one officer heard fire 
crackers on the floor below and 
took off to try and find the person 
· who had setthem off. 
"They have no common 
· courtesy for people's conditions," 
continues Sprinkle. "The officer 
. was covered legally because he 
left an officer here. But we sat 
1there not• knowing what to do for 
10 minutes until the ambulance 
· finally arrived." 
Christensen Head Resident 
Greg Stone says for four years he 
has tried to ''get people who 
· were ripping I off furniture.'' 
"This place was like J. 
· Homestock on a Friday night four 
years ago," says Stone. "We 
caught some people and the 
residents know they are the ones 
Foundation surveys I 0,000 
students on alcohol and drug use 
Vice-President for Student 
Services Beth Fischer, a junior 
· business administration major, 
sees police jur~sdiction in the 
dorms as a pvsitive force but 
stresses the lack of communica-
tion between the police and the 
residence hall staffs. 
. who will pay if the furniture 
keeps disappearing. People will 
· be prosecuted downtown. We've 
maintained that reputation.'' 
Stone says he would take any 
matters to the police instead of 
the Student Judiciary Board 
(SJB). He said the SJB "has no By Bernadette·Mulkern 
The Medical Foundation in 
Boston has sent questionnaires to 
10,000 students from 35 colleges in 
New England to study the pat-
terns of alcohol and drug use 
among college students. 
Approximately 300 students 
were chosen at random from 
UNH and sent these question-
naires the week of Feb. 7. Accord-
ing to Mary McFadden, a re-
search assistant-for the Medical 
Foundation, about 25 per cent of 
the questionnaires were already 
returned from UNH. 
McFadden said she talked to 
college deans and ''there seems 
to be a strong interest in finding 
out about drinking problems, if 
there are problems.'' 
McFadden said in order to pro-
vide services concerning alcohol 
for students the colleges have to 
know what the problems are. 
Each college will get the 
results of their own school along 
· with comparative results with 
other colleges. 
Bob Gallo, dean of students .at 
UNH said he thinks it will "be 
interesting to see UNH compared 
with schools twice the size like 
BU or with a school of 1,000 stu-
dents or with a school of a dif-
ferent socio-economic back-
ground like Harvard.'' 
The effect this survey has at 
UNH will "depend on what it 
looks like," said Gallo. "It 
depends on if it shows some in-
credible fact or just what ~we al-
ready know.'' · 
Students answering the ques. 
tionnaire are asked to write the 
name of their school and their 
college class along with approxi-
mately 25 other background ques-
tions about age, sex, religion and 
residence. There are 154 ques-
tions on the survey. 
· "Some questions were repeti-
tive but I filled them out to the 
.. best of r my ability," said 
Maryann GQrdon, a sen~or social 
service major who received the 
questionnaire. 
Mark Mueller, a senior chemis-
try major, sai( the questions 
. w.ere ''relatively self-explana-
tory and direct." ' 
The questionnaires are re-
turned anonymously to the Medi-
cal Foundation. McFadden said-
she hopes students give "franker 
amwers" because it is anonymous. 
McFadden said it seems "the 
students have taken the question-
naires seriously and this contri-
butes to the validity of them." 
Mueller said he answered all 
the questions honestly. "I don't 
usually do surveys that come in 
. the mail but this one seemed inter-
esting so I answered the ques-
tions." 
Mueller said he is interested in 
seeing the results of the survey . . 
"I want to see how the average 
compares to my responses." 
Susan Violette, a senior psy-
chology major who also received 
the questionnaire said she is in-
terested in seeing the results . 
"It seems to me that drinking is 
a popular pastime at UNH and I 
would like to see how UNH com-
pares to other schools to see if we 
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"Many problems could be 
handled in-house, but as soon as 
someone calls the police they 
have to respond," says Fischer. 
"David Bianco has admitted a 
lack in educating students of 
their rights in a dorm. Maybe 
we've opened up a channel of 
communicating now.'' 
Fischer was referring to a 
meeting Monday, Feb. 21 bet-
ween Student Caucus representa-
tives, University Police, resident-
. ial life staff and University ad-
ministrators. 
Sargeant Paul Ross of the UNH 
Police offered one suggestion -
giving the police copies of all SJB 
decisions so they can close out 
cases. No legal action would be 
taken against the students in-
. volved, he said. 
There are a number of 
examples of police answering 
· residence staff calls. Brad 
Sprinkle, a resident assistant in 
Stoke Hall, called the police to an-
1swer an emergency on his floor 
last semester. 
"One of the kids had a diabetic 
experience" and feels "we do 
people a disservice wheri they 
think they are protected by the 
community, especially for steal-
ing." 
Bianco questions how to de-
termine jurisdiction on a case. 
"Do you take the c;ase to the SJB 
or the police downtown? There's 
no policy and every case is 
handled on an individual basis." 
A UNH police officer says he 
can go into any dorm on campus 
on the weekend and smell 
marijuana or find people drink-
ing alcohol in the halls. These are 
civil offenses. 
"We don't take any action be-
cause we don't have the time or 
the manpower. Neither head 
. residents nor RAs are -enforcing 
the law and they want to be their 
1>wn police." 
Bianco says the residence staff 
is caught in between all this. 
"R~sidence staff do not have the 




continued from page 2 
::\Iillen spoke of \·ice Prornst ot 
Student Affairs Richard Ste\'ens · 
inyol\·ement in the 2-l-hour \'isita-
t ion policy decision. -- He didn ·t 
make the right decision. but I 
represent a different constituen-
n . He could .ha\'e been more 
responsi,·e to the well being of the 
student bod,· ... 
:\Iillen went on to cite Stevens. 
position before the Board ctf 
Trustees . '"That's an experience 
one can only feel when you go to 
them.·· he said. 
Ste\'ens said of Millen. "In mv 
opinion. he is one of the most . 
hard-working conscientious stu-
dents I\·e met . I consider him a 
good friend e,·en though we ha,·e 
differed at times . He has a strong . 
commitment to student welfare 
and rights. He's made DRAC 
work ... 
Another target of DRAC last 
,·ear was the Division of Phvsical 
Plant Operation and Ma.inten-
ance ( PPO&M). Millen explained 
that the charges were centered 
on methods used to accrue 
char2:es to the Office of Residen-
tial Llfe. Millen added that his · 
was not done consciouslv. but 
that the state of the bookkeeping 
was not up to date. he went on to . 
sav that a lot of changes ha\'e 
been made. 
:\Iillen believes that it is pos-
~ sible to work effectively within 
the system. although it takes a 
lot of patience and conviction and 
he believes it leads to a high 
attrition rate. 
.. InnO\·ative programs are 
nipped at the bud because of the 
political realities ... Millen said. 
Millen became an RA a year · 
and a half ago. he considers it 
an important job. "' It ·s a ·people 
job' :" he said . . _ 
--rrs not a lot of actIYe work .. 
their de\'elopment . Maybe you 
added something and that is 
satisfying.·: 
:\Iillen admitted that there is a 
time conflict between his RA 
position and his Student GO\·ern- . 
ment responsibilities. The people 
on his floor would like him to be · 
around more often. But he is 
starting to phase out of Student 
GO\·ernment and become more 
inrnh-ed with the residence halls 
before ,_graduating 1_ December. 
··There is criticism of Student 
~ 
Government. but with the / 
amount of issues thev have to · 
deal with. compared to the num-
ber of people involved and the 
time they have, you can under-
sUrnd whv thev mav be remiss in 
their duties ... said ~lillen. ··There 
is · no neglect in dedication 
around ... he added. 
~Iillen has no definite plans 
upon graduation. "I'm looking 
around in terms of grad work and 
law school as options ... 1-le'd like 
to visit his friends in Georgia next 
spring. i 
··Invulvement for me was 
addicti~. There was a vacuum. 
then th"P!S opportunity came up. 
It turned into a neat little svm-
biotic r~lationship, .. said Miilen. 
He said that the theory he fearned 
m the.;classroom he was able to 
practiee in Student Government. 
He was exposed to people and 
able to share their ideas. 
"I don ·t look at the past as -
something to regret but some-
thing to learri fr-0m ... said I\Iillen . . 
··rm fighting some battles. hope-
fully learning and developing a 
whole way of looking at prob-
lems. Sure I made mistakes. but 
that's one of the chances vou 
take.·· · 
"'fhe student body is yearning 
to do something innovative. But 
-they are punch drunk. they ha,·e 
been defeated so many times.," 
said Millen. "The student bod,· 
needs to win one and win one, 
big . . 
··There was a sense of com- · • 
munitv in the late sixties. a sense · 
of comradery·. People~were ex-
cited about extending memselves 
for community action. ~ow they 
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Student Activity Tax Budgets 
Memorial Union Student Organization 
77-78 
Revenue (SA TI $26,260.00 
Student Committee on Popular Entertainment 
77-78 
Revenue (SA 17 
Revenue (SA TI 
. Advertising 
Total 
Revenue (SA TI . 
Reserves (PYRl 




Total SAT Budget 
$19,242.91 



























The New Hampshire is printing the bottom-line figures of the five Student Activity Tax organi-
zations whose budgets will be voted upon at Sunday's Student Caucus meeting. I/you have any 
questions about any of these budgets, the caucus meeting is Sunday evening at 6 p. m. in the 
Hillsborough Room of the Memorial Union Building . 
It ·s liYing and experiencing with 
the people on the floor ... said 
.:\Iillen . ··You see the effect of 
-;omeone growing 111 terms ot I 
are extending within. instead of \.. ~ . 
outside ... ~-----------------------------------"" 
Tuesday March 1st 
Memorial Union Building 
Health Information 
Book Display 
Films All Day 
--- 10 a.m. ---
Taking Our Bodies Back 
Transgenderism and Transvestitism 
Rape 
---noon----




Dating Pattern at UNH 
Women to Women: Mothers, Lovers &Friends 
Homosexuality & Homophobia 
---_ 4p.m.----
F emale Sexuality 
Male Sexuality 
--7:30 p.m. --
Sex in the year 2000 
Childbirth 
Body Awareness & Expression 
--9:30 p.m. --
Male /Female Dynamics 
Open Relationships 
Massage 
This program is sponsored by t.he Human Sexuality Center 
Hood House, University of New Hampshire, 
wit.h special t.hanks to 11 
Area Program Committees 
and Dean of Students Office 
Jhe Ver8 · 6est Pri-tr1~ Rvb ev«-
HeaK"~ S1M1dwk:Aus ~ 
· Cotrt-9~le DiAM1-er, ... Good 
\JtA,Yie~ ~orted and, 
DornestM:. 6ot4Ud, f>tJtr'5 . .. 
Open, for LIM1ct\ t1t1d Dwsraer-
Da+½J ... Lo1A,t19e Opera, to 
Les~ Clo5L119 ... 
IG Sr~ ST. DIVER~N.I. 
Marijuana 
POT 
continued from page 3 
those against the bill were there 
though," he said. 
Poulin said Uiat Wednesday's 
executive session was "dis-
~ouraging to me because there 
was little discussion into why 
members voted against the bill. 
I wanted to know why.'' 
-Poulfn said Wednesday, "I've 
researched lhis for eight years. 
I've been convicted for smoking 
it. It is not the harmful drug you 
think it is. " 
Poulin later said, "I support 
decriminalization because it is __ 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE FRIDAY FEBRUARY 25, 1977 
quite a burden to be charged a B 
1
•11. criminal for possession of a sub-stance not yet proven to be harm-
ful. The law itself is more I arm-
ful than the drug. ., 
"Arresting someone fo,· mari- TRUSTEE 
juana wastes money that could be . continued from page 1 
spent on real crimes. It also back-
logs our courts. 
' "It's a mockery of · justice. 
Society allows alcohol, which is 
far more harmful," he said. 
Poulin said 30 million people 
nationwide have tried marijuana 
and 13 million regularly use it. 
Poulin added, ''I support legal-
ization of .marijuana because 
then you could control it and re-
move it from the hands of the 
younger people.'' · 
It was unknown at press time 
when the Senate Education Com-
mittee will hold a hearing on the 
.bill. 
Lessard explained, "The bill 
will then~ ~o the fl,111 Senate and 
we've go Jacobson·and Fennelly 
there. I e pect the bill will pass 
without a hitch or even debate. 
.l have real confidence. 
''I think the Governor will 
. veto it,'' said Lessard. "I believe 
the House will override the veto 
ana Nhink we've got the votes in 
;)le Senate, too." 
MUSO-MUSO-MUSO-MUSO-MUSO-MUSO-MUSOI 
. ILLUSTRATED . ;_ 
***** SPY STORY***** 
-with-
PETER N. JAMES 
· former CIA agent and author 
of 
FREE 
· The Air Force Mafia 
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FRIDAY, February 25 
LAST DAY TO OPT FOR PASS/FAIL. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER: Musical-Comedy Revue, 
• Hennessy Theater, 7 & 9 p.m., $1. , 
NORTHEAST MUSIC CONFERENCE: Choral Concert, 
Granite State Rm., MUB, 8 p.m. 
· MUB PUB: Branch Brothers, 8 p.m. 
SATURDAY, February26 
MEN'S INTERCOLLEGIATE SWIMMING: Conn., 
Swasey Pool, 2 p.m. 
UNfVERSITY THE~ TER: Musical-Comedy Revue, 
Hennessy Theater, 7 & 9 p.m., $1. 
NORTHEAST MUSIC CONFERENCE: Jazz Concert & 
UNH Ja.z;z; Fc:,liva.l, G1cmil~ Slal~ Ruum, MUfl, O p.m. 
. MUB PUB: Branch Brothers, 8 p.m . 
.. ... 
SUNDAY, Fet>ruary 27 
.. ~ 
NORTHEAST MUSIC · CONFERENCE: Jazz Concert, 
Granite State Room, MUB, 8 p.m. 
MUB PUB: Rick Bean, "Oldies," 8 p.m. 
MONDAY, February 28 
LAST DAY TO COMPLETE AND RETURN "INTENT 
TO GRADUATE" CARDS TO REGISTRAR, FOR MAY 
GRADUATION. 
MUB PUB: Scrubboard Slim 8 p.m. 
TU_ESDAY, March 1 
ORGANIC SEMINAR: Brian Phillips, L-103 Parsons, 
11 a.m.-12 noon. 
HUMANITIES LECTURE: "Renaissance Humanism," 
Elizabeth Hageman, English Department; Richards Audi-
torium, Murkland, 11 a.m. 
HUMAN SEXUALITY DAY: Annual symposium on sex-
ual_ity _ - SEeakers, workshops, informational displays, 
movies; MUB, 10 a.m.-10 p.m. 
NH STATE ELECTIONS: No scheduled exams. 
MAKING THE CONNECTIONS FILM SERIES: "Burn," 
with Marlon Brando, the first of 8 political films to be _ 
shown this semester. Dimond Library, Forum Room, 
6p.m. 
' TUE· . NEW HAMPSHIRE . is pablished and. di!itribldN HIil~ 
~1y througl(eilUlle·aeaclenuc.yea,-. Our effices are -leeaW.• 
.-.11emerial Umen Buiklillg. Duham. N.,JI. -- PIMNiae MC 
.• ~ Ye-.irly ~cription '7. Seeolld dus l)Ohup-./ ,_,....; ·•t 
..-.am .. N.11 •.. -.- cogies . printed -al .('ilsUe Pnl~ hi 
...,.,_._N.11. _ 
WHEN IT COMES TO 
WORK SHOES 
WE CAN'T BE BEAT! 
- f 
I.ARG~ SELECTION IN NEW-HAMPSHIRE 
INSULATEDS-WATERPROOFS-WELLINGTONS 
NEOPRENE SOLES-VIBRAM SOLES 
STEEL-TOE SAFETY SHOES-HIKERS 
INDUSTRIAL WATERPROOF BOOTS, AND MORE! j I 
ffl ,FAMOUS BRANDS LIKE AMERICAN-I HERMAN SURVIVORS-DUNHAM DURA FLEX-
m - GEORGIA BOOT-WELLCO-KNAPP-SOREL 
II ALLATLOWDISCOUNTPRICES! 
:, - ~ I I WHY PAY MORE11 . 
.,Jj - !. 1RED'S~~o~~OEBARA 
- . 1. ! OPEN Mon-Fri 9:30-9:00 ·'-!At 
... . Men's;Ladies'&Children'sD .. · epartrnen._ ts . 1-· Broadway -· Dover · · .., J Sat 9:00 to 3:30 Ln~m~~i==:==,9'F;..JiiS:1-=tli=====Ull~L,I i"il~B~EGE77Em m~ . ·-------------~--------... -• 
/ 
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. GENERAL 
PARENT-CHn.,D STUDY GROUP: Share ideas. ques- · 
tions, problems concerning children's behavior. Child-
rearing/communication concepts will be presented. 
Activities will be on-going, all parents encouraged to I 
attend. While we meet, a playtime will be set up for the 
· kids at Eaton House (Creative Arts Mini-Dorm). Every 
Monday, 6:30-8 p.m., Hall House (Quiet Mini-Dorm). 
UNH FOLK CLUB ANNUAL GUEST NIGHT: Buffet 
dinner, musical entertainment by Katie Wheeler and a 
cast of faculty members & Folk Club members. Friday, 
March 4, at 6 p.m., Granite State Room, MUB. Ad-
mission: $7.50. For reservations call Ann Leberman, 
868-2081: 
CHILD CARET AKER SERVICE: Students, faculty, , 
staff & families in the Durham community interested in I 
child care and Work-Study students willing to provide : 
this service call Campus Ministry, Wolff House, 9 a.m.-
12 p.m., Monday-Friday, 862-1165. 
CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE: Over 150 round-
trip flights to London, Paris, Amsterdam. Prices start 
at $330. Advance booking of 50 days required. For 
further information contact Dean of Students, 2-2050, 
Huddleston Hall. 
SUMMER LIFE GUARD POSITIONS AVAILABLE: 
Qualifications: current or returning UNH student avail-
ablo to .work Jun 6 through Augw.t .20, \-VSI required, 
additional experience in CPR, Advanced First Aid, 
Scuba or Aquatic Recreation desirable. Apply at UNH 
Ourdoor Pool in Recreation Office, Field House 151, 
]'.\i~~C.~-~-}!,l\'!<;>n~~y-friday only, 8:3!}ft0 In.-4 p.In. 
E.~U_LTY/STAFF WOMEN'S VOLLEYBALL: Wed-
esdavs":\ 12-1 p.m., Field House Gym. -
SELF~HYPNOSIS WORKSHOP: Self-induced "trance 
states can have a wide range of uses: reducing ten-
sions, relaxation, increasing self-control, centering, 
deepening self-awareness, and more. Several tech-
niques will be offered so that you can develop your 
most effective method. Wednesday, March 2, from 7-10 
p.m., Counseling Center, Schofield. 
,-~-)icAo~EMic -·· 
PRE--LAW MEETING·: Students interested in at-
tending law school, meet on march 1, from 3:30-4 p.m., 
Social Science Center, Room 210. 
HORA DE VINO: No pierdas esta oportunidad para 
beber vino y charjar. Compra tu billete hoy de Susan 
Gonye en Murkland 303. Y ven al Foreign Language 
Mini Dorm viernes, el 4 marzo, 4-6 de Ia tarde. i Nos 
transfer will be accepted until Friday, March 11. See Dr . 
Robert Kertzer, 101A New Hampshire Hall, for applica-
tion form & more information. 
OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY INTERNAL TRANS-
FERS : Applications for internal transfer into the fresh--
man class OT curriculum available at dept. office, 
218E Hewitt. Upon completion of form & requirements, 
interviews with the Admission Committee will be 
~scheduled. Deadline for acceptance of completed ap-
plications: March 11. · 
ROTARY INTERNATIONAL SCHOLARSHIPS 1978-79: 
The Rotary Club of Rotary International is offering 
1 five educational awards for men & women for foreign 
study: grad fellowships, undergrad scholarships, tech 
1 training awards, teachers awards (those employed as 
teachers of physically, mentally, emotionally handi-
capped for at least two years) & journalism awards. 
For information & application, Dean of Students Office. 
Huddleston. Applications must be in by March 1, 1977! 
CAREERS 
SUMMER JOB FAIR: Employers from summer 
camps, resorts, recreation department, humal) service 
agencies, etc. will be interviewing for summer jobs; 
Friday, March 4, from 10 a.m.-3 p.m., Strafford Room, 
_MUB. . 
RESUME WRITING WORKSHOP: Lecture & discus-
sion on JOb-gettmg communication techniques, Tuesday. 
March 1, at 6:30, Career Planning & Placement, 203 
• Huddleston. 
• TEACHING CAREERS DROP IN: Discuss Cc!reers in 
education ... teaching, counseling, administration, Wed-
; nesday, March 2, at 6:30 p.m., Career Planning & 
Placement, 203 Huddleston. 
CLun·s-& ORGANIZATIONS 
--.....- --·· --··· -• . ··.•· .. 
AED: Meeting, Thursday, March 3, at 6 p.m ., Iddles lOL 
NH LIBERTARIAN ALLIANCE: Meeting, Sunday, 
February 27, at 3 p.m., at 2 Old Landing Road, Durham. 
(corner of Rt. 108 N., just past the gas stations on the 
right.> 
INTEGRITY CLUB-SVTO: "Potential Released" 
Video Series, the 2nd program of the series, ·Tuesday, 
March 1, at 8 p.m., Commuter Lounge, MUB. 
svro: Meeting, Monday, February 28, at 7 p.m., MUB U0A. 
· NASC: Discussion on self-determination & sovereignty; 
Monday, February 28, at 8 p.Rl., Women's Center 
Building. 
vemos, eh! HORSEMAN'S CLUB: Meeting, Tuesday, March 1. at 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION OPENINGS: Openings ~' n:._ 7 K d 11202 ~ p.m., en a . 
reshmen or sophomores who wish to enter these fiv i-' 
areas of study: (1) Teacher certification, (2>, Exercise , E~KA~KAR INTERNATIONA~. S~UDENT SOC_IE:'Y: 1 
specialist, (3) Pre-physical therapy, (4) Sports com- I Film, . Ec~ankar - A Way of Life, Tuesday, March 8. j 
munication, & (5) Athletic training. Aeplications for i ' fro_m 7.30-9.30, MUB, Rm. 320. . . . . 
-- - . - . 4 . . - i. - . . --- - ·· -..~ 
;· Because of an increase in the volume of notices, The New Hampshire will print each item only once on the date 
'closest -to the event. Please submit notice/ calendar information to the Administration Office, Room 322, Memorial 
Unio~ by 4 p.m. Tuesday for Friday's paper and 4 p.m. Thursday for the fqllowing Tuesday's paper. Inquiries about 
errors or omissions should be directed to The New Hampshire staff. ·. __ . 
·· IT 11111 Tl IE 
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Air Force ROTC has scholarships, 
allowances and jobs for selected 
science and engineering majors. 
• 
In developmental disability 
·New masters program 
By Laurel Albano 
A new Masters degree pro-
gram in developmental disability 
was approved Saturday by the 
Graduate School. 
Professor Richard Antonak ini-
tiated the proposal for the pro-
gram in Oct. 1975. According to 
Antonak, "It took 17 months to 
get the program approved." 
Instead of training a teacher or 
a specialized professional, the 
program is devised to enable the· 
graduate student to coordinate 
the delivery of services to dis-
abled people. 
"The program," said Antonak, 
· "has little to do with education 
perse." _ 
The objective of the student in 
developmental disability is to be 
able to "look at a disabled person 
and evaluate the necessary and 
appropriate services for him 
from birth to death," Antonak 
said. 
''They can talk to parents and 
tell them what professionals can 
or can not do." 
Developmental disability is an · 
interdisciplinary program work-
ing closely with the Health Stu-
dies Department, the Occupa-
tional Therapy Department and 
the Hospital Administration Pro-
gram at UNH. 
Antonak described the pro- . 
gram as "unique". "No other 
collr;ge or university in the coun-
try lias a similar program." An- · 




A NEW MUSIC PUB 





HOOT EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT 
77 Daniel St., 
Luncheon served from 11 am 
Beer and Wine License 
. ~--._,....-r~o 
* SKI 
SALE * ' *· 
. Air Force ROTC has openings for 
young men and women majoring in 
specified science and engineering 
academic fields. Fields such 
as Aeronautical, Aerospace, 
General and Electrical Engineering, 
Mathematics, Physics and Computer 
Technology._ AFROTC enrollment 
pays well now and could keep 
paying off in the future. 
DOWNHILL EQUIPMENT 
SKIS: 30 to 50°1° off list 
* 
Air Force ROTC offers 4-year, 
3-year and 2-year scholarships 
with $100 monthly tax-free 
allowance. AFROTC also 
offers the $100 tax-free 
monthly allowance during 
the last two years to non-
scholarship students. 
Upon graduation you'll 
receive a commission in 
the U.S. Air Force and 
compete for challenging 




in your field, plus you'll 
have financial security and 
start your way up the pro- · 
motion ladder where your 
ability and ambition are 
the only limits. 
It pays to be in demand, 
and if you're the type 
we're looking for, it 
pays to get the details. 
No obligations, 
naturally. 
Dynastar, Kneissl, Kastle, Sarner, 
Spaulding, Volk! 
BOOTS: 30 to 50°1° off list 
Raichle, Kastinger, Dolomite 
BINDINGS: 20°1° off list 
Tyrolia, Salomon, Besser, Look 
POLES: 40°i 0 off list 
X-COUNTRY EQUIPM·ENT 
SKIS, POLES, BIN_DINGS & BOOTS 
50°/0 off list 
Wax/Mittens/Goggles 10°/0 off list 
Contact The Professor of Aerospace Studies in The ROTC Building 
Ph~ne862-1480 
VER MARINE 
llr F■l'II■ 1n1-1a1■1D111 a lir■al Wai ■I LIii! - 396 CENMAL AVE., DOVER 7 42-~-
Open from Mon-Sat 9:30-5:30 Frida til 9 .m. 
Icy 
SLIPPING 
continued from Rage 1 
MUSO president Ian Wilson 
would not agree with this state-
ment. "Dunham$ are the best," 
he $aid. "They're the key to trac-
tion." 
Scott Brown was also one of the 
people who said he had no 
technique. "But I'm one of the 
ones who usually catches myself 
before I go down." 
Brown did admit to taking a 
bad spill down in the alley behind 
Newsky's Market. "I was shit-
faced," Brown said, "and that's 
probably why. It's always 
dangerous when you're shitfaced 
and you 're on ice." 
Steve Gensin supplied a little 
'anecdote for those _ people who 
can't help but laugh when they 
see a nasty spill. "I fell down the 
othP.r lfoy," Crt>n~in ~::iirl "l ~dmit 
it,I was just going too fast down 
this very slippery section when I 
got sideswiped by this little old 
lady. 
"These two frat guys helped me 
up and I told them I laughed the 
day before when I saw somebody 
. else fall. They told me it served 
me right, and then added the 
clincher 'God sees all."' 
Student Body President Jim 
O'Neill's only remark to the stu-
dent body was that he goes "very 
slowly." O'Neill wears high 
heeled, slick-bottomed shoes. He 
says those are the only shoes he 
has. 
Cindy Brown had one of the few 
complaints about the condition of 
the University's sidewalks. "It's just not slippery enough. I like to .- · 
slide a lot, and I think they put too 
much dirt on them." 
Union 
BARGAINING 
continued from page 1 
Donohue, an NEA official. "I 
hope they do , so in a positive 
way,'' she said. 
The New Hampshire Supreme 
Court supported the ELRB's 
. decision last week to include 
department chairmen and 
librarians in a collective bargain-
ing group. 
The court, however, asked the 
ELRB to "reconsider" its de-_ 
cision to exclude faculty of the 
WheelockSchool at Keene College 
from a bargaining group, accord-
ing to Haseltine. 
Haseltine said that "no firm 
dates" will be set for the pre- · 
election conference or the elec-
tion until the ELRB reviews its 
WheelockSchool decision. 
He did not know when that re-
view will take place. 
The AAUP, the NEA, and the 
University have stated that they 
would like the election to be held 
-as soon as possible. 
_Headhunters 
Men's & W ' 
_ omens 
~Hairstyling 
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SELF ORGANIZATION & MANAGEMENT 
in the comfort of your own home or office 
NEWSOtUTIONSTOOLDPROBLEMS 
February 28 at 8 PM 
February 25 at 7 PM & 9 PM 
February 26 at 7 PM & 9 PM 
Hennessy Theater 
Paul Creative Arts Center 
UNH,Durham 





Inventory Clearance Sale 
The Greatest Sale in Our History 
Everything·on Sale 
Savings up to 30:%-
. Phone 436-0007 
NAVY NUCLEAR PROPULSION. 
General Admission: 81.00 
Reservations: 862-2290 
THE FASTEST WAY UP IN NUCLEAR ENGINEERING. 
If you want to get into nuclear 
engineering, start by getting 'into 
the Nuclear Navy. 
The Navy operates more than 
half the reactors in America. So 
our nuclear training is the most 
comprehensive you can get. You 
start by earning your commission 
as a Navy Officer. Then we give 
you a year cf advanced nuclear 
technology, training that would. 
cost you thousands if you could 
get it in graduate school. During 
your career, you'll get practical, 
hands-on experience with our 
nuclear powered fleet. Maybe 
you'll work on a nuclear subma-
rine, mayl?e a nuclear cruiser. But 
wherever you work, you'll really 
get to prove your worth-as a 
young Nuclear Propulsion Officer 
entrusted with the most advanced 
NAVY OFFICER. 
technical equipment known to man. 
If that sounds like the kind of 
responsibility you're looking for, 
speak to your Navy recruiter. He 
c~n tell you if you qualify as a 
Nuclear Propulsion Officer 
Candidate. Or call toll free 800-841-
8000. ( In Georgia, 800-342-5855.) -
Navy Nuclear Propulsion 
Officer. Some men wait for the 
future. He lives it now. 
IT'S NOT JUST A JOB, IT'S AN ADVENTURE. 
PAGE EIGHT 
-· 
,,., ... ,11 
editorial 
Resounding 
The New Hampshire House of Representatives'· 
resounding approval by voice vote yesterday of_ 
the student trustee bill hopefully was loud enough 
to be heard down the hall in the Governor's: 
office. 
DEA~ Cot'\RA.DS ~\Xot-.1 1 
I At'\ 5E.N.D1~&- 1H1s l-ffiR. of'.'. 
SUPr'oRT To DE:.Ma-JsfR-A1E= Tf-V..1 W~ -
-The 400 members of the House seldom agree on 
anything. Just before the student trustee bill they 
spent almost an hour debating a bill that ended 
up being tabled for a later date. · 
$0Vlf1j &;;p M\JoR. T~~ RIG+t'f OF 
fol<J:.l&M DISSID~Ts 1o WoRK foR, CAANG£ 
IN ·n1etR_ SYHt:MS of G-o\JeR.NM£.N'f 
But there was no debate on the student trustee 
bill. Even its proponents were surprised. Leo 
Lessard, the bill's originator, had five persons 
lined up to speak on behali of his bill. They W'ere 
not needed, for the Governor's aid, William 
Bigelow, found he could not round up opposition 
to fight the bill on the floor. 
The representatives have recognized the logic of 
students electing their own trustee. Now it is the 
Senate's turn. 
There are 24·senators. Lessard is confident that . 
a majority of them will vote for his bill. Although 
their vote will not be as loud as yesterday's in the 
House, the message will bear the same weight. 
It will then go to Gov. Thomson, a man who · 
says he is responsive to the people of New Hamp- . 
shire: It will be interesting to see how-he responds 
to the 400 persons representing over 900,000 
others who yesterday sent him such a loud and 
unanimous message. 
letters 
escalated to the point that a dinner can 
Philbr k reach ten dollars at home. 00 Have vou ever worked in the dish-
room ry An' vou the one who smeared · 
To the Editor: mashed potatoes on his tray and wrote 
I think we ha\'e met before. I was the "Fuck You:·· 
one who served you Chicken Chop You try watching thousands of 
Sue\' behind the Philbrook counter. 
..1:111 • sorr.,· _rnur digestive tract is so dollars of picked-at good food go.down the disposal. 
sensiti\'e . l\laybe our food is not quite As to the utter "chaos" at Philbrook 
as flarnrful as l\lummv·s was at home . . during ,.·our precious lunchtime. It 
but it is-edible to most students who 
choose not to d,,'etl on the slight imper- could be over-dramatic people such as 
fections. you acting out a scene choosing what 
vour stomach can handle . 
I ha\'e worked at Philbrook for two · 'Were you the one who took a carton 
,·ears and ha Ye eaten the same food as 
~-ou Ila\·?. HO\\'e\·er. the onlY thi·n-g that of ice cream from the freezer? Mavbe 
it is that sort of action that makes "the ever made me ill was the students. I have dining hall serve ~oft ser\'e which is 
been kicked while attending the salad relatively unstealable. 
bar. I haw been accused of tealing , 
the soft sen·e machine so I could eat As a matter of fact I remember vou 
the soft serve m\'self. I have felt like parading through the line of studenfs . 
a parole officer ·stClpping people with You were one of the more obnoxious 
loa\'es of bread on their tray . I ha\'e . ones there. t recall. l\lavbe the w-0men 
felt like fish filet under the glances of wouldn't se~m like ··anned old ladies·· 
students such as ,·ou. · if vou smile occasionallv at them or 
I realize the price.,oJ the meal ticket m;ybe-ev.en ask them how they are. 
is high . If you knew how to cook at all They won't strike you down with their 
maYbe ~-ou realize the price of food has ·- soup ladles. 
I ha\'e never enjo~·ed a job so much 
than al Philbrook. because the women 
there were so warm to me. I know vou 
are bogged dO\rn \\·ith your school-
work . but r(,· listening to some of their 
problems. 
It is reallv too bad that vour dinner 
discussions.focused around the imper-
fections of the meal. I can think of 
better things to talk about. I suggest 




To the Editor: 
The following is an open letter to 
the residents of Smith Hall: 
Because of the concern several of 
you .have about The New Hamp-
shire article "Fighting leam - to 
tighter security in Area I", I'd like 
to clarify the interview· and its re-
sults. 
Diane Breda called about 2 weeks 
ago asking for an interview to dis-
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· Dave Davis 
Eileen McGrath 
semiformal. I · explained I wouldn't 
discuss the specifics of the party be-
cause disciplinary action wasn't com-
pleted on certain individuals, our 
money hadn't been refunded yet, and 
I didn't want Alexander's or Smith's 
reputation tainted by a poorly writ-
ten article as Smith's had been in 
the past. I agreed to talk about pro-
blems in general, if an only if, I 
could read the article before it was 
printed and if I felt it was an ac-
curate account. I felt adamant about 
this stipulation because of The New 
Hampshire's inaccurate and irres-
ponsible article earlier this year des-
cribing Smith as a convent, etc. Need-
less to say, Diane broke her promise, 
never showed me the article nor did 
she get my approval before it was 
printed. 
Diane's account is accurate con-
cerning the staff's decisions on how 
~•d structure parties in the future. 
However, her accuracy ends there. 
Diane Nesvick and Laurie Firth joined• 
the conversation when we'd talked 
about the staff's reassessment of sec-
uri,ty at parties and both agree her 
su~ quotes were complete dis-
tortions. 
When I heard several of you were 
disturbed by the article, I . asked to 
meet with Diane. I told her another 
Head Resident had written a letter 
complaining that he was misquoted 
and that certain information was in-
correct. Since she'd brought her notes 
to our 2nd meeting, I asked Diane to 
read from them the supposed quotes 
I'd said concerning Smith women's 
frustrations, outlets, and athletic in-
volvement. She was unable to read to 
me a ~Lngle one yet they were printed 
in The-New Hampshire as direct 
quotes! _ 
CALL 1ME 
FRE'&S, M! Wc1RE" 
BACK JN 
T~E G,AME! 
. ..  ·;, ·.· :·-
·:.,-> 
After our talk, Diane agreed to write 
a letter to the dorm apelogizing to us 
for any hurt feelings we had as well 
as write a letter to the editor. Later, 
though, she called saying she'd talked 
to her professor who felt this would 
make The New Hampshire look 
bad arid had now decided to do no-
thing. 
This has been an educational ex-
perience for me and not only do I 
want to show my concern for all of 
you as individuals, for the dorms 
image, and our parties, but also share 
with you a first-hand account of the 
potential dangers and ramifications of 
a seemingly innocent newspaper inter-
view! - · 
Anne Bryer 
Head Resident Smith 
Editor's note: The New Hampshire 
stands by its story. 
SCOPE 
To the Editor: 
I wi~h to address this letter to SCOPE. 
Lam · semester. we were !old vou 
didn"t wa.nt students to pay a high 
_ price for •goncerl tickets and this is 
·why Fleetwood Mac didn't appear 
here. Tickets would have run $5.llO. 
Why is it that other orgamza110ns· 
feel free to charge as much as $8.00 
for a bus ticket to an awav football 
or hockey game ~ljt you don·t think -
UNH students w~ like the idea of 
paying that price to, see a first-rate 
concert? 
Last vear. the Seals and Crofts and 
the Loggins . and Messina concert 
CORRECTION 
There were two errors in the Tuesday, Feb. 22 issue of The 
New Hampshire. 
In the front page story entitled, "Faculty to vote on union plan," 
it said the two bargaining groups are the American Association of 
University Professors (AAUP) and the American Federation of . 
Teachers (AFT). ' 
There is no AFT at the University. The other group is the 
National Education Association (NEA). 
· In the story entitled, "VeteransF benefits curbed,-,' a typograph-
ical error implied a Veterans' Council will be formed. The 
Veterans' Council at UNH already exists. 
. The New Hampshire regrets the errors. 
About Letter~ 
The New Hampshire accepts all responsible letters to the editor and prints them lb 
space allows, but cannot guarantee the inclusion of any letter. , 
All letters must be typed, double spaced and a maximum of 500 words in order to ~ 
printed. All letters are subject to minor editing. Final decisions on letters are the editor's. 
Mail letters to: The Editor, The New Hampshite, Room 151, Memorial Union · 
Building, UNH, Durham, N.H. 03824. 
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tickets went for $5.00 and Bob Dylan 
. went even higher but this year we're 
· all too poor to pay that price? Weren't 
these concerts sold out or close? This 
year we pay a small amount for bands 
that can be seen at a country fair 
ora disco. -
I know plenty of kids blow more than 
$5.00 '! week~nd night on beer or gas 
to see groups in Boston. 
Come on, SCOPE, what's the real 
reason why no great bands have ap-
peared at UNH this year? We're not 
afraid of paying the price or standing 
in line for hours to get the best seats 




To the Editor: 
A little while ago there was an 
article in The New Hampshire a-
bout the "little green men" who roam 
the corridors of UNH when everyone 
else is sleeping. 
Well, we would like to give praise to 
these guys; without them heaven 
knows what condition this campus 
would be in. In the article it was said 
tnat t,nese guys are out tnere ID au 
kinds of weather; what it neglected to 
say is that these guys have to WALK 
all over, they are not "allowed" to 
take cars from one building to the 
other, not even on rjghts that you 
wouldn't find a dog outside. 
They go from hot, dark, stuffy build-
ings in summer to cold, slippery, 
slushy sidewalks and snow storms in 
winter. From the middle of the even-
ings to the early morning hours includ-
ing weekends, (except for a few lucky 
ones that get Saturday and Swiday 
nights off. the sexes. Being apart from others is 
These men and women go walking not necessarily a negative behavior. 
through dorms where parties are Men and women are different. We 
going on, climbing all the way up to each have special needs. Women 
the top of Christenson and Williamson talking with women and men talking 
because tlie elevators are broken, with mf3n can lead to better communi-
sometimes going to meetings after a cations between the sexes. 
long nights word. They go all the way My question to you is: why are you 
to Lee and Newmarket to check on the so defensive? Do you feel that threat-
administration buildings and livestock ened by the Women's Center? 
barns. They walk through little The reporting that has been done by 
wooden buildings that could probably The New Hampshire is very of-
collapse if the guard sneezed. They fensive to me. Accuracy of reporting 
even have to face those denizens of the and context of quotes are very differ-
night, bats, and fierce and ferocious ent, as any reporter with sense knows. 
canines. The New Hampshire is not so much 
It takes a special kind of person to a newspaper as it is an opinion sheet. 
put up with the weather, the hours, and Why don't you try to reach out to 
the "things that go bump in the night." people with a different viewpoint. 
We say thanks to all of them., After all, you are an SAT funded or-
Names withheld by request I ganization. Just because you have two 
Women's Center 
To the Editor: 
I fail to see how a Women's Center, 
open to women only, would in any 
way hUrt the UNH student body. I 
have never seen in print, nor heard 
from anyone connected with the 
_ Women's Center that the purpose of ' 
the Center was to alienate men, or to 
cause any misunderstanding_ between 
MUSO presents 
· sexes on your staff doesn't mean you 
are repre~entative of the UNH student 
body. 
Also, I am not at this time an active 
member of the Women's Center group. 
However, I have been inspired by your 
editorials to join. My first suggestion 
will be, in order to reach out to the 
male community, to have a benefit to 
raise money for Jim Dandy's vasec-
tomy. _ 
Martha E. Cleveland 
"REEFER MADNESS" 
and 
"ASSASSIN CYF YOUTH" 
Monday Feb. 28th 
7:00 p.m. 
Strafford Rm. MUB 
FREE FREE FREE FREE FREE 
This Week's Special 
Monday, Feb.·28 Thru 
Sunday March 6 
French Toast, Syrup. Butter 
Tea or Coffee 
.85 
Breakfast Served All Day 
Young's Restaurant" 
Main St., Durham 
Blood drive 
Among the sororities, Phi Mu had 15 
per cent of its members. and Delta ?.eta 
· had the largest number of donors. 
. Other segments represented were 
To the F ditor: Army ROTC Corps and Air Force 
From the most. successful J?urham~ ROTC Corps with 33 and 28 donors res-
Red Cross Valentine blood drive, the j pectively. Crew Club members were 
following statistics have been com- , represented by 19 donors. Faculty and 
piled, revealing participation of the ' staff had 115, graduate students 8, 
campus _and other segments of the · Highland House 4, Forest Park 6, Rug-
comm\Dllty. l by Club 13, Strafford House 5, towns-
Leading the way were the commu- 1 people 32 and WUNH 4. The remainder 
ters who presented the Durham Red I did not sign .the contest sheets. 
Cross with a total of 206 donors! 
Residence halls-Williamson Hall · 
led the towers with 61 donors, with the I 
inini-dorms having 42 donors and the : 
largest percentage. Stoke Hall was se- · 
cond in numbers with 55 donors. 
Many thanks, ' 
. JarryStearns 
Durham Red Cross Blood Drive 
Chairman 
Cheating In the Quad, Devine Hall led with 33 donors. Englehardt followed with ~ 
donors but the greatest percentage. i 
Hunter Hall tied_~ehanU in the ·. Tothe~~tor: 
number of , donors. , . . . tam writirig in reply to statement 
Scott }!ail led ~ rem~ resi- made concerning H.E. 52.5 (Hwnan 
dences with 19 donors and the high~t Development) in the !<'et>. 15 issue of 
percentage followed by Hetzel Hall_ s The New Hampshire (article on 
17 donors. cheating). 
. · Among_ the Greeks, Alppa ,Gamma The professor (Victor Messier) 
. ~ lecl m percentage and numbers showed great enthusiasm for his sub-
. ~th 20 donors a from. 21 bro~. ject. He took the time and energy to 
Sigma Nu was 5E:COnd m percentag~, bring in other speakers to relate their 
Rau Kappa Epsilon was second ID experiences. We had people involved 
numbers. in childbirth at home, a friend with a 
unique view of our culture·, a woman 
whose son is. retarded, ·and another 
professor who lectured on her speci-
alty (attachment). 
The course material wa~supple-
mented with numerous films which 
stiinufated me to think--really ab9ut 
attitudes; feelings or prejudices I h.ffi. 
Victor also shared with us many of 
his ~rsonal experiences, quotes and 
readings out of the books he has read. 
I was impressed at the number of 
sources which Victor drew from to 
help us relate the course material to 
our own lives. 
Marie Donovan, the TA, was also 
generous of her time and energies. She 
was available for consultations about 
papers and willing to l~nd a sympa-
thetic ear if a problem arose. 
H.E. 525 was a stimulating and 
exciting course--the best course I have 
had in three years of college. It helped -
me think about myself, rather than · 
molecules or microbes. I gained an 
internal knowledge rather than an ex-
ternal one. To me, that is the most 
valuable knowledge I can have. 
Victor and Marie are two of the 
most hwnan, caring people I know. I 
felt the statements in the cheating 
article were unjustified. 
Ann McKearin 
Women·'s Ce~ter Offerings for Sem~ II 
Date Time Place 
March 1: Sexuality Table Allday MUB 




Film: GrowingUp.Female: 8:00p.m. Strafford Rm. 
As Six Becomes One MUB 
March 30: Film: It Happens to Us 8:00 p.m. Strafford Rm 
MUB 
April 6: Film: Rape Culture 8:00p.m. Strafford Rm 
I 
MUB 
; April 13: 
! 
Panel Discussion: 8:00p.m. Strafford Rm 
WAAR, WISE, WHE MUH 
I 
; April 20: · New Hampshire Women's 8:00p.m. Forum Rm 
1Health Services Library 
Self-Help Presentation 
: April 27: Film: Woman to Woman 8:00p.m. Hillsboro-Sullivan 
MUB· 
May 4: Film: Amelia Earhart .8:00p.m. Strafford Rm 
MUB 
May 11: Career Day: .Workshops, All day Senate Rm 
Speakers MUB 
ALL EVENTS ARE FREE! 
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Parkening's classical guitar is captivating 
By Debbie Bossart 
Classical guitarist Christopher 
Parkening's superlative per-
formance was enthusiastically 
welcomed by a sellout audience 
in the Granite State Room of the' 
~UB last night. The audience i 
displayed a controlled excite-
ment during the performance · 
that communicated resoect and . 
affinity to Parkening. He in turri. 
10emme<1 with the atmosphere 
· and played well. 
"I prefer playing for college, 
audiences, for my own age_ 
group,'' was a comment by 
Parkening, that explained his. 
easy rapport with the audience. 
With an awesome sensitivity and 
self assurance, Parkening a.rowed 
the crowd to two staniling ova-
tions. 
A master of his art, Parkening 
began playing guitar at the agt 
of 11, with the intention of learn-
ing studio guitar. The advice of 
his cousin and music-companion, 
Jack Marshall made him decide 
nation's most renowned classical Scherzino, and Danza Pomposa, 
guitarist. He has studied with and Tarrega's Capricho Arab. 
Andres Segovia, who is consid- In these pi_eces, Parkening 
ered the master guitarist of the I demonstrated his talent as an 
century. Segovia says, "Parkening artist, proficient in mastering the 
is a great artist, one of the most techniques of a complicated tech-
brilliant guitarists in the world." nical composition, making it 
seem much simpler than it 
really is. Parkening's performance 
began with a series of Baroque 
and Classical pieces, which pro-
vided an impressive introduction . 
io the artist's ability. He pre-
cisely manipulated the musical , 
CO!_Ilpositions. Of the seven pieces, 
some of the more famous were . 
Weiss' Passacaglai · and 
Preludio, Couperin's Less . 
Barricades Mysterieuses and 
two Scarlatti compositions . 
Preambulo-Allegro vivo and 
Sonata, Longo 79. 
Each piece was performed 
flawlessly by Parkening, a superb 
technician whose complete 
command over himself and the 
:iudience was awesome. 
His performance at UNH is one 
of several made by Parkening 
on tours to universities and col-
leges throughout the United 
States, Canada, Europe and 
Japan. Other engagements have 
honoured him as soloist for the 
New York Philharmonic, 
Minnesota Orchestra, Milwaukee 
symphony and the Boston Pops 
Orchestra. Previously, Mr. 
Parkening had been averaging 
approximately ninety concerts a 
year, but ha.:, .:,ince cut hio cir-
cuit to fulfill other commits. He 
now travels with his wife by car 
for performances in the United 
States. 
to study classical guitar as a The second half of his perfor-
background for a career in music. , mance consisted of seven con-
As a performer, Parkening 
provided a compelling, inspiring 
evening of entertainment for a 
crowd whose high expectations 
were completely satisfied. His 
sensitivity, warmth and intellect 
as a musician prove him to be 
completely descriptive of his title 
as Amer.ica's leading virtuoso of 
the classical guitar. 
· He · realized he should devote 
his life one way or another and . 
has done so with the success of 
being acknowledged as the 
Musical Review 
temporary pieces which lifted the 
tempo, mood and complete at-
mosphere of the concert. Some 
of the audience favorites were 
Villa-Lobos', Two Preludes 
and Gavotta-Choro, Tansman's 
Life Sings • IS fun 
. ~- / 
Parkening played beautiful music. (Nick Novick photo) 
Toni Raiten, Pat D' Antonio," Sue Scannel and Mike Turner are having a good time. 
The musical comedy revue 
Life Sings is now being per-
formed at the Hennessy Theater, 
so if you missed opening night, 
we suggest you make an effort 
to get out and enjoy. It will be 
performed this Friday and.Sat-
urday, with shows each night at . 
7:00and9:00P.M. 
Life Sings is a series of musi-
cal excerpts following life from 
childhood to old age. The skits 
range from pure amusement to 
· poignant drama, each enter-
tainirig on it's own terms. 
The entertainment was free-
flowing, and the informality . of 
the show was conducive to laugh-
ter. If this was the desired 
. result, the performance was cer-
tainly a success. 
Solid individual performances 
by all made for a cohesive pro-. 
duction. The cast's obvious enjoy-
ment of their work was contagi-
ous, and the audience responded 
enthusiastically to the general joviality. If you would like to do 
somthing a little out 9f the or-
dinary this weekend, treat your-
self to a night at the Hennessy. 
It's culture with the accent on fun. 
The 
Arts 
The entire cast of Life Sings, living and singing. (Karen-Xeohan photo) 
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Chariots: Science Fact or Science Fiction? 
By Dana Jennings 
· "In man's distant past, earth 
was visited by extraterrestrial 
beings and they left behind scions 
'in their own ima_ge.' "That state-
ment, made by Erich von Dani-
ken, has made him one of 
archeoloev's most controversial 
figures. The author's ( Chariots 
of the Gods? and other books 
in the same vein) controversial 
nature preceded him to UNH, 
because Tuesday evening he 
lectured to an attentive capacity 
audience in the Granite State 
Room of the Mub. 
Contrary to:.various accounts of' 
the lecture, ligbtning didn't strike 
the stage, just before von 
Daniken appeared. The heavens 
, didn't open up and von Daniken 
didn't descend in a fiery chariot, 
spouting esoteric knowledge. And 
tho audience didn't flee in t.~11 0 1· 
before his terrible brilliance. 
Rather, von Daniken walked 
reservedly on stage, dressed 
modestly and smoking a pipe, to 
polite applause. 
-To start the lecture, v.on 
Daniken quoted part of the 
prophet Ezekiel's vision from the 
book Ezekiel in the Oid Testa-
ment,"And I looked, and, behold, 
a whirlwind came out of the 
north, a great cloud, and a fire 
enfolding itself, and a brightness 
was about it, and out of the 
midst thereof as the color of 
amber, out of the midst of the 
fire.,,- · 
Ezekiel continues on and de-
scribes this God-sent apparition 
in great detail. Von Daniken 
posits that Ezekiel saw no vision, 
but a space craft landing. 
This was a slow beginning to 
the lecture, because von Daniken 
was caught up in little details, 
things like an artist's inter-
Bestsellers 
PAPERBACKS 
1) Stranger in the Mirror by 
Sheldon ($1.95; Warner) 
2 ) Final Days by Woodward and 
Bernstein-( $2. 50; Avon) 
3) The Auctioneer by Samson 
( 1.95 ; Avon) 
4 l Children of Dune bv Herbert 
($1.95 ; Berkeley ) · 
5) Moonstruck Madness by 
McBain ($1.95 ; Avon) 
MUSIC 
1 J Rumours by Fleetwood Mac 
(Warner) -
2 J Animals by Pink Floydl ( Col-
umbia) 
:3 J Year of the Cat by Al Stewart (Janus) 
4) Caroi1na Dream bv Marshall 
Tucker Band (Capricorn) 
S JSongs in tlie Kev of Life by 
Stevie Wonder (Motown) · 
Bestsellers is a weeklv survey 
of stores in the region~ · 
··· · ···•·········· ··-·.·.•-•-·,:•:-:❖:•·· 
:;:;:::•:;:;:;:;:;:::::::::::::::::::;:;:;:~:: ::;:::;:;:::: -:-:-:-:-::;:;:;:;:;:::;:;: 
FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 25 
Life Sings is a musical review 
at the Hennesy Theater of 
Paul Arts. The times are at 
. 7 P.M. and 9 P.M. and the 
price is $1.00. 
Under the auspices of the 
Northeast Music Conference 
there will be a free concert 
in the Granite State Room 
of the MUB, conducted by 
Janet Yamron, conductor of 
the Temple University 
College of Music Chorus. 
8P.M. 
Clint Eastwood as Dirty Harry 
at C·ongreve Hall-North 
Lounge. Admissio11 is $1.00. 
Branch Brows is at the-Mub 
Pub.. 
pretation of the soace craft and 
the denying of the Christian God in 
favor of his space gods. He should 
have stated his case and moved 
quickly «?n to other_ subjects. 
Daniken was the way he off- lecture, wa_s about ancient stones 
1 handedly brushed aside theories . found in a river basin, in Peru, 
that contradicted his. He made · about 60 miles from the Plain of 
vague references to the theories Nazca. The stones, 20,000 in all, 
and then would say, "It isn't !ranging in size from small rocks 
worth our while to examine these : to boulders, have designs etched 
Von Daniken thinks that the 
· people who etched on the stones 
could not have conceived of a 
heart transplant oreration, never 
mind performing it. Thus he 
assumes the people must have 
seen 'gods from outer space' per-
form the operation. As von Dan-
iken puts it, . ''Perhaps Christian 
Barnard was not the first to per- · 
form a heart transplant on 
earth." 
. After the initial segment, the 
lecture moved along well. He'd 
present a piece of evidence, 
explain economically what it was 
and what it meant in juncture 
· with his theories ai)d move on. 
Von Daniken's. picture slides 
added anotner ctimension to his 
lecture. When he said the .Plain 
of Nazca in Peru looked liked · 
an air field,the picture, projected 
on the wall behind him, rein-
forced his statement, thus mak-
ing his lecture more convincing. 
It was these graphic repre'-
sentations, more than his words 
that lent von Daniken any 
amounc or creamntty ne may 
have had. 
Von Daniken did have genuine 
enthusiasm for his subject. This 
was especially apparent during 
the question and answer session, 
after the primary lecture. A short 
question like, "Do you think the 
ancient .astronauts: may still be 
here ~mong us?~', would get 
him off on a 10 minute tangent. 
Von Daniken admits, "Much of 
the evidence I have collected 
im-ay be wrong," but goes on to 
say, "but I'm sure much of it 
is right." This is a flaw. The 
good archeologist never brings 
forth a theory unless he has 
worked out all the inconsistencies 
that he has found. Von Daniken 
lets the inconsistencies remain, 
hurting his credibility. 
Von Daniken asked the audi-
ence , to use its imagination to 
consider his theories . Fine, but 
too much imagination and not 
enough hard facts do not make 
a convincing theory. The possi-
bility of gods from outer space 
is intriguing and enjoyable to 
speculate about, but von Dani-
ken's ideas have been alive in 
science fiction for years. Von 
Daniken has gone a step further 
and tried to make science fiction 
.Hut it would be a,n interesting, 
enthusiastic tangent. " 
Was earth visited by beings from outer space, in the 
distant past? Erich von Dankien thinks so. 
into science fact. · 
Is Kubrick's and Clarke's 2001: 
A Space Odyssey with its theory 
of the sentient MonolitH helping 
man along the evolutionary path, 
any more fantistic than von Dani-
ken's books'? 
Later on, in the '.question and 
answer session, he was asked 
what he thought about Mystery 
Hill (Mystery Hill is in · ~em, 
N.H. and has underground caves 
and old artifacts, ·dating as -far 
back as 4000 years ago.) He 
hadn't heard of Mystery Hill, but 
when it was explained to him 
what it was, his eyes lit up like 
an alcoholic's, when tantalized by 
a bottle of Heinekin Beer. 
~at was distressing about von 
theQ_ries, they are foolishness." 
He did to other · people's 
theories what many people do to 
his. If he didn't disregard other 
theories with a wave of his hand, 
but instead explained them, 
pointing out their errors, his own 
theories would have more respect 
than they have now. 
One of von Daniken's most 'in-
teresting pieces, during the 
(Nick Novick photo) 
on them. Many of the designs 
look like maps, executed from the 
air. 
One series of: the stones de-
picted a heart transplant. Von 
Daniken refutes his critics, who 
say that the stones are merely 
showing a sacrifice, by pointing 
to the needle and thread used 
by the 'surgeons' and the beauti-
fully detailed anatomically ac-
curate heart. 
Kubrick and Clarke admit to 
creating fiction, von Daniken 
doesn't. But von Daniken cannot 
be taken completely at his word. 
He admits flaws in his work, his 
is not the way of · the true 
:scientist. Until he can fully prove 
'otherwise, von Daniken's work 
1must be considered elaborate and 
lentertaining historical fiction. 
**~*******TRIVIA *********** 
The answer to last week's Wicked Hard Question: 
The 15 actors who played Tarzan 1) Elmo Lincoln 2) Gene 
Polar 3) P. Dempsey Tobler 4) James Pierce 5) Frank Merril 
6)Johnny Weismuller 7} Herman Brix 8) Buster Crabbe 
9)Glenn Morriss 10) Lex Barker 11) Gordon Scott 12) Denny 
Miller 13) Jock Mahoney 14) Mike Henry 15) Ron Ely 
This week's Wicked Hard Question is about Sky King. Who 
played Sky King? What was the name of his ranch? What 
were the names of his niece and nephew and who played 
them? What was the name of his plane on TV? On radio? 
(And if you're really sharp what was the sheriff's name and 
who played him?) 
1) What was Z.orro's given name (his real identity)? 
2) Jack Cassidy appeared as Oscar North on He and She. 
By what other name was he also known? 
Monty Python and the Holy 
Grail is on channel 7 at 
11:30P.M. 
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY26 
Life Sings is a musical review 
at the Hennesy Theater of 
Paul Arts. The times are at 
7 P.M. and 9 P.M. and the 
price is $1.00. 
Once again Dirty Harry at 
Congreve. 
Branch Brows will rock at the 
MubPub. 
The UNH Jazz Band will be 
performing concerts Satur-
day and Sunday ev:ening in 
the Granite State Room of 
theMUB. 
... ..._ ,,. 
r~d._ 
- - l 
The Pallisers is a PBS series 
on channel 2, Mondays at 9 p.m. 
· It stars Susan Hampshire and 
Philip Latham. 
3) Who did the voice of cartoon character Roger Ramjet? 
4) What is the name of the ship that carried King Kong? 
5) What was the name of the senator in The Farmer's 
Daughter? 
6) A syndicated TV series in the early 60's was Ripcord. 
What two familiar actors starred as Jim and Ted? 
7) What were the five symbols used in the introduction 
of Ben Casey? 
8) Who is the all-time leading rusher in NFL history? 
9) Who's nemesis is the Red Skull? 
10) What is the name of the boy in Kipling's Jungle Book? 
·n2mow (OI lJJJ.'°1.UV UJVJdV:J (6 umo1g Wf f(FJ 
·fi1Ju!JUJ puv lJJVap ' l.Jl-'!q 'um.uom 'uvw (L, )(J01dm l.JSVQ 
pafiv1d Ol.Jm 1auuad fi11v1 puv i3:>fOWSun9 Jo S!Jln:J Ui3)[ (9 
fia11ow Uol9 .JOJlJUi35 (£ olnJUoj\ ol.J.L (f3U[-l,f2nV] utO-'J UomQ 
lt1v9 ([_ uvr.u1af (Z v2oj\ ap o2o_za uoa (I S~EIM5NV 3H.L 
Edward G. Robinson gives a 
fine portrayal of Dr. Erlich 
in Dr. Erlich's Magic Bullet, 
q movie about the man who 
discovered a cure for 
syphilis. Channel 9 at 11:15. 
Saturday Night has the Kinks. 
Channel 4 at 11:30. 
Oscar winner, The Garden of 
the Finzi-Continis, is on 
Channel 4 at 1 A.M. 
SUNDAY, FEBRUARY 27 
Ryan and Tatum O'Neal star 
in Nickelodeon at the 
Franklin. 
Rick Bean and his record 
collection at the Mub Pub. 
An organ recital at the 
Durham Community 
Church at 7:30 P.M. 
There will be tyrouts for a 
Monty Python_ish, Mel 
.Brooksish movie in the 
Hennesy Theater of Paul 
Arts, ,Sunday, 3-8 P.M. 
Survive is a trashy depiction 
about the survivors of an 
Andes plane crash. Channel 
Sat9P.M. 
The Time Machine is an 
Oscar-_winning film version 
of H.G. Well's novel. 
Channel 5 at 11:30 P.M. 
l\IONDAY, FEBRUARY 28 
Nickelodeon continues at the 
Franklin. 
Scrub Board Slim at the Mub 
Pub. Hee-yah! 
Goldie Hawn and Walter 
Matthau star in Cactus 
Flower. 
Channel 56 at 8 P .M. 
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A N A M E E N T O P A V E 
T I M E AN D T H E R I V E R 
S T AN D I S H ■ R A T E R S 
P E E R ~ES SE 
S T ARE.AN I M A 
A R L E N E •1 CE• D A T E 
T I M E D M E C H A N I S M S 
E G AD •1 L K riE A S E T 
A L .1,_Q. F E L E N A . 
SAVE o•A FAR 
A R E N A S ■ T R E AT I E S 
F O R T H E T I M E B E I N G 
SurYey 
ALCOHOL 
continued from page 3 
are abnormal or normal." 
"ACROSS THE 
GREAT DIVIDE" 
E S S E I T I M E I E L I O T 
S E E R S E E D L E O N S 
McFadden said 150 to 400 stu-
dents were chosen at random 
from each of the 35 colleges and 
universities in the survey. "When 
it is done at random you can gen-
r t, eralize the results to the whole 
t . r . student body.'' The survey in-
l _'I-- - · - _ _________________________ ,. eludes men and women of all 
~•stsl~t 
-ST ARTS MARCH ~ND-






Ryan O'Neal, Burt Reynolds, Tatum O'Neal 
"NICKELODEON'' 
Marchl 6:30&8:30 








The Out B·ack, 
Schrimshaw 






Yes, Virginia, The~e' s lots left at 
The Out Back 
44 Main St, Durt1am 
JERRY LEWIS CINEMAS 
Lafayette Rd.,Ports. 
Qnly Minutes from U.N.H. 
Both Mov1es-1 o Ac<;1damy Award Nom. 
Cin. 1-7,9: 25 Cin II-7,9:25 
SAT-SUN MAT. 2p.m. 1 
r!'!!D Um1edAt11s1s PG! , 
DENIM 
:r. ·_Jeans - Skirts 
:.-: . -
~•- - WOOL 
Shirts - P~ts 
SILK 
Dresses - Robes 
Flannel Shirts 3 / 85 
_ Tue . - Sat. 12-5 ~ 
elOIRark«----
-. ----.classified ads 
for·sale 
ELECTRIC BASS FOR SALE: Am peg with 
Gibson humbucking pickup. . Copy of 
precision bass on small scale. Excellent 
action. !Good.for small hands. $150.00 Bent 
Lovell 742-4572. 3/15 
For Sale stereo cass. tape player. Payed $110 
~king $50. Call 868-7081. J\sk for Bruce. 3/1 
For saie : Yamaha FG-300 w/custom palntei. 
case. 4 yrs. old. Good condition. Sound 
mellowed w /age. Really good one. $300. Call. 
Paul at 749--0385.3/8 ~ 
For Sale: 1$1 Datson 1200, new paint & body'· 
work, very reliable, 33 mpg, snow tires . 
89,000 mi. $900 or best offer. Call Lynne at 2 
1903 or 1168-2108. 3/1 · 
'73 Chevy Vega Hatch GT Deluxe Interior, · Sellipg-Kari-van Sticker $15 bike-woman's : 
4 peed AM FM T. ted I r 10 soeed Motobecanne good for parks 
· s , - , m g ass, snow ires, (slig_fitly smushed frame-went through A&P 
no rust, $l250. Call 742-5259. 9 a .m.-5 p.m.; Nin<tow on it). Nice natural wood chair- · 
For a Song. Yamaha 12-string FG230A $135 
or b.o. P/2 list) Like New. Yamaha ' 
Classical G90 $80 or b.Q. - New. Call 742-8024! 
Sh<\f'on/leavenameaminumber. 2/25 \~i2335 after 6 p.m, · round back $5. Call Corinne. 749-3734, Tired of the winter scene'/ Try adding a 
touch of sprine: to that scene with macrame 
plant hangersl Also jewelry, watchbands, 
aog/cat collars, and wall hangings. Call Pat, 
659-2808. 3/8 
Skiis-For Sale : New, never used ATOMIC'S 
List Price $160, asking $90 or best offer. Call 
Kevin 868-7507. 3/1 
For Sale: 1965 V.W. Beetle. Running Condi- . 
tion; inspected; reliable. $400 or best offer. 
Call Nancy at 862-2086 days ; 659-2608 eves, 
3/ll . 
FOR SALE: 1974 Chevy Van1 350 V-8, Auto-
matic, Power Brakes, 60 series tires, white 
spoke wheels, Qther extras. $3,000 firm. 742-
4106 evenings (keep trying) or 2-1383 
mornings ( ask for Jeff Lord.). 
3/15 
Two Pro Shure Mikes, Vocal Sphere Model 
No.579SB, with cables $40 apiece or $75 for 
both, Call 749--2067. 3/8 
For Sale: 1975 Kawasaki KX 450 Motocross-
Excellent shape never raced. Lots of power, For sale: Dunhan Continental Tyroleans size 
very few miles . $550. Call Tim at 742-0537._3/8 · 10½ or 11. Never been worn. can Pat, even-
TIRES FOR SALE : l-9.50X16.5 tubeles!J ings, 659-2808. 2/25 . 
Goodyear, Nylon Custom Xtra Grip Wide -bulk 
Tread. l-9.50Xl6.5 tubeless PENNsylvania For sale: Imported hand-knit y 
Traction Tread. Excellent shape, less than cardigan sweaters from Mexico. Many 
2,000 mi. Sell new foi at least $80 apiece. Will styles and sizes: For more information call 
11 f $50 f h · 11 f, 868-7308 and ask for Biff. 3/8 




. For sale : Fischer skis 180 cm. with Salomon-
Live Concert Cassette Taoe: Bob Dvlan~ 40 Bindings $65.00,Rieker Boots(6) $25.00 
Sofa-bed $60,00, single bed $10.00, dresser Band at Ro_yal _Albert Hall 1966, plus Bob· Nordica Hoots(9N) used twice $40.00. Cali 
$10.00, Facial Sauna $5.00, Food Dehydrator Dylan/The Rollmg Thun'1ei' Ke\rue at Ban- 742-3556 after 5 p.m. 3/8 $35.00, Buck Knife (119 special) $15.00, gor, Maine, $10. 742-8107. 2/25. 
Records (Albums & 78's) 742-6724. 3/15 For · sale: 1 pair downhill skis. Fischer 
Ready for Camping? 1970 vw camper with '71 FIAT 128 sedan. Dependable, lrom wneel Rachers 175 cm. Look Nevada bindings. 
1972 6ug engine. More horse_power and heat. drive (great · for snow) , 4-speed, & cyl., Verj good condition. $55. Call Kathy Kitchell Icebo~, sinx, .hammock, radio/cassette, and . radial tires, recent valve job & tuneup. $700 2-17lk, 868-9678. Environmental Mmi Dorm. 
etc. "Mint" running condition for $1,900. Call :-er B.O. 659-3050. 3/1 . _R_oo_m_· _122_ . ....:.3/_1 _________ _ 
Roj 749--3900. 3/4 
For Sale:: Fujt µynamic 10-speed bicycle; 
Excellent condition-less than year old· 
Suntour Derailleur, Diacompe center pull 
brak~ Cotterless crank, Lealher seat, Gold 
$130-Lall 868-2417 evenin~s. 3/4 
For Sale: Old Stuffed Couch and 2 stuffed 
~irs. tables & b<>okshelves. ReasQn~ble. 
::-r~. 3,re. or visit 2nd Coming ew-
For Sale : Pentax 35mm SLR camera $150, 
Mamiya-Sekor 35mm SLR camera $125, 
Smith Corona Electric Ty~writer, Price 
Negotiable. Leave name and phone no. on 
bulletin board near game room m MUB.3/1 
DAY PACKS. Waterproof nylon. Front 
Waterbeds 'n Furniture offers used furniture 
at reasonable pri-ces, bureaus, Tables, 
Chairs, and much m?re, as well as complete 
Waterbeds for $199 up Custom Frames! 163 
Islington St. Portsmouth -436-1286. 3/l . 
Tl CALCULATORS, 20-40 percent off, c .o.d. 
accepted, SR-56 - $83.50 & $10 rebate; SR-52 -
$191.95 & 2 free libraries ; Business Analyst 
$33.50 ; Shipping $2 ; 301-428-0099, Washingtor. 
t:altulators, P.O. Box 5538, Rockville, Md. 
20855. 2/25 ' 
·DISCO MIXER for rent. $10 a night. Contact' 
Greg Rocco Hetzel Hall, Rm. 307, 2-1613 or 
1!168-9833. 3/1 . 
1971 Toyota Corolla 1600 cc in good condition. 
Snow tires, radio, automatic transmission. 
· New starter. No rust. Call Tory Snioth 679-
8616 eves. or mornings. 10 mins. 3/5 
1967 Ford Mustang VS Eng Power Steering 
Automatic on the Floo~ Good running Condi-
tion. Asking $450.00. Lall after 6 p.m. 436-
6869. 3/1 
Stereo Equip~ent: Glenburn Turntable . 
Sansousi slereo AM-FM receiver two 16'1 
Creative speakers. Excellent cond. $250 for 
~J~plete system. Call 868-7196 evenings, 
For sale : 1974 Kawasaki KZ400 Motorcycle. -
~700 ini. Sissy Bar. Exe. Cond. $900. Peter, 
.Kandall 3, 862-1660 or 868-9777. 3/1 . 
For sale: 1967 VW Sq.Back. Rebuilt engine 
with 30,000 mi. Runs fine. Needs body and 
heater work. Inspected. Asking $300. Call 
659-2018 evenings. 3/ 4 
For sale : VW parts for sauareback: .. 
Excellent Engine, Clutch New, Four radials, 
Two New snows Fischer 201 AMFM Stereo : 
Amplifier, and Herman "Surviver" both ¼ 
price. Cali Neil 664-2441 - local. 3/8 
For Sale: Northland skiis 175-cm. wffii step: 
in Bindings $30; Reiker Boots (ladies size 
6½) $15; or best offer. · Excellent for a 
beginner. Charlotte, Hitchcock 326, 862-1624 
or868-9837. 3/4 
dwellings . 
Lg. furnished Studio apart~~nt: firepla~e,' 
open-beant ce!ling, ba~n-s1din!Z . oanellmg 
(fully insulated) t6ermo-pape i::hding doors .•. All necessities: electnc heat full bath, 
interior P.anelling not totally hnished; no 
formal kitchen: refrig~rator, hot plant'Nlg. 
broiler oven, etc. Walliing distance to U Jil· 
, For the right person or persons (2), we II 
make it a reasonable deal. 3/8 
Apartment for rent: 2 min: f~om camp~.~-
Llv., Bed.,..Kit. $135.00 a month plus utilities. 
A co_uple. Lall after 6 p.m. 868-5409. 3/8 
services 
Need a zipper put in or something hemmed? 
Minor alferatLons. Fast & Reasonable. On 
campus, will pick-up & deliver. Debbie 749-
4109. 2/25 -- · 
Back'i!ammon: Interested in learninll back-
gam~on or improving your game'f I will 
feach you how. Fee is negotiable but cheap. 
Positive results guaranteed or your money 
back. Call 749-4707. 3/1 
BUSINESS TEACHER will do thesis 
· student, business, persona1 professional 
TYPING on IBM SELECTn.IC, choice of 
style/pitch, from notes or dictation. Reason-
a6le. Diana 742-4858, 3/8 
Musical Instruction Gujtar Lessons-Study 
Jazz , Folk, Rock, Country, flat-picking, 
finger-picking, modal tunings. Flute Lessons 
-- classical, improvisational styles. Instruc-
tion by experienced professional musicians .. 
Reasonable rates . 749-3433. 2/25 Huch. Drawstring top. Blue,' Green, orange. .50. Send check, money order to: Campus FG. P.O. Box 113. Durham, NH 03824. 
Include name, address, color. 3/15 
1971 Gibson Les Paul Deluxe, sunburst witl'l 
cream pickguard, 2 Gibson humbuckers.,,ex-
cellent con<lition $375 or best offer. JUSO, 
EMC Moel GUO amplifier, 6 months-old, lists 
new $289 asking $150. Call 332-6611 days, 332-
· Ski Boots for sale: Humanic Victory Racer7 Size 10-Used only 1 Day. Perfect condition. . Piano Lessons in my home. Good foundatiou, 
New $145-Sell for $55! Contact David ex~rienced teacb,i!r. Beginners and inter-
7986 after 7: 00 p.m. 3/4 · · ,.,. 
Goldbaum Room 133, Congreve. 868-9804 or med~ate students, all ages. $3/lesson plus 
862-1654. 3/1 . mus1_c. 7~-66?1. 314. . . 
class standingsand living environ-
ments. 
Gordon · said she feels she is 
representative of a substantial 
part of the university. "I don>t 
tt,rlnk_ everybody _will write_the · 
same answers I do but I know a 
lot of people would.'' 
The research team is supported' 
by the National Institute on Alco-
hol Abuse and Alcoholism. The 
information will be made avail-
able for publication · in pro-
. fessional journals. 
. Mcl"'a<Jclen sa1a u tney get 5000 
to 7500 questionnaires returned 
that will be a "large sample to 
work with." 
"We hope jo have the results 





TRY THE CLASS ADS ... 
r;>ETAILS IN ROOM 151, MUB . . 
< 
Has the winti!r been hard on your skis . . Have\ 
them professionally tuned. Edge shar-
pening, base repair and hot waxing for only 
$5 . . Expert work guaranteed. E. Beck, 
Ghriste~n :m, 868-9845. 2/25· : 
Mat-hTroubles? Expenencedfutor wi&• 
derstanding personality willing to help. 
Calculus a specialty. Also help in other sub-
jects. Rates negotiable. Call Tom - 659-5729. 
Wfilmake house calls. 2125 -
'help wanted 
·bo _you have fifteen minutes on M.:.....W-F 
Students needed to volunteer for participa-
tion in an advanced study project conti;st-
ing two different weight training techni~ues. 
Ign~~1~ J~f~t ~!t':"nJPil1ffieti~~i:!e:i~r: 1f 
interested, please leave name and phone 
number w1tti Mrs . Erlandson at 862-1834 (8 to 
4) Roger Menear 3/1 
PART TIME PERSON WANTED: Part time 
now and full time for summer when school is 
out. JOB : General Clerical. Must be 
excellent typist. Salary : Dependent upon 
experience. Apply: Walter W. Cheney Inc. 
1 North Main -st. Newmarket, N.H. Phone: 
659-2351. 2/25 
Help Wanted : Experienced personnel-
needed to fill management position during 
summer season. Also need short order · 
cooks. Hampton N.H. area. References 
required call Doug or G·reg, 868-9830 PKA. 
2-/~ ·, . 
COLORADO WYOMING MONTANA 
Summertime employees for dude ranches, 
Natl. Parks, an<fU.S. Forest Service. For 
imformation and directory send $3.00 to Out-
door Services Cody, Wyoming 82414 Box 349. 
'HR 
Wanted: good talent & suggestions for the 
newly formed MUB PUB Programming · 
Committee. Look for our suggestions box. 
2/25 
Earn $250-$500 stuff mg envelopes: Home-
work-s~retime. Send $1, selr addressed, 
stamoed envelope to: Workforce Assoc. P .O. 
Rnx 86o9 V.T. Station, Knoxville, Tn. 37916 
3/4 
rules 
Ride neededtoKeene State any-weekencf 
Can't leave until after 6 p.m. Friday~ Will 
pay for gas, Call Jan, 2.-1490, 868-9812. 2/25; . • 
Legal 
IAWYERS 
continued from page 2 
selection committee picked the 
lawyers and the project was put 
on a semester-by-semester trial 
basis. 
"In the beginning there was just me," says Barrett, ''and I 
saw 30 students a day sometimes. 
,Business like that had us es-
tablished by the first year or so. 
Today the three of us see students 
every half hour and all appoint-
ments are always taken. We 
know we're needed now." 
The three lawyers also have 
private law practices. 
The Legal Service is funded by 
_part of the Student Activity Tax. 
Most of its success seems to be 
due to its lack of cost. 
"If this legal service wasn't 
available," says Fischer, coor-
dinator for the committee, "most 
student£ would have ta go to 
Dover and pay a lot of money for 
advice on small problems such as 
damage deposits." 
The Legal Service also has a 
better chance of recovering 
money lost by students then a law 
firm, according to Barrett. 
"It's hard to get lawyers to 
handle small sums, such as 
usually lost by students. And, 
often times the expense of an 
attornety isn't worth the amount 
lost." . 
The Legal .Service also doesn't 
have the customary 25 per cent · 
fee . for money recovered that 
most law firms have. 
The Legal Service is trying to 
set up lectures in the dorms 
about the availabilitf of the-sef:" 
vice and students' legal rights. -
· "We've met with the people 
from Residential Life,'' says Fis-
cher, "and we'd like to have the 
students made aware of things 
like police jurisdiction in dorms. 
For instance, if there's a shaving 
cream fight, should the police be 
called in and if they are what 
kind of charge would the students 
be facing?" . 
The committee has also con-
. tacted various department heads 
- about the uses of the service. 
"We could, through the law-
yers, get the Attorney General to 
come down and lecture to a class 
about tax laws," says Fischer. 
"Our main goal is just to keep 
people informed about the Ser-
vice and about their legal 
rights." 
The committee also goes over 
anonymous monthly listings of 
cases seen by the lawyers to see 
how many people are using the 
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service and how well it is 
working. 
"Students come in from time to , 
time to give their opinions," says 
Fischer, "and so far we've had 
·very few complaints. Most of the 
time it's been the kid's done 
wrong and there's no way our 
of it but he doesn't want to hear 
that. It's not the lawyer's fault." 
Says Barrett, "It's like being a 
lawyer for a city of 10,000 people. 
Everything that you expect to 
happen does, as well as some 
things you don't." 
The office for the Legal Ser-
vices Committee is in Room 129 
oftheMUB. 
Catch on to our newest, full service btanch, 
located in the· Dover A&P Shopping Plaza and 
these will be just some of the great s~rv-ices 
available to you ........ . 
Savings 'Accounts, Christmas Clubs, Vacation 
Clubs, Drive-Up Window, Night Deposit Vault 
American Express Travelers Checks and Money 
Orders. NOW Accounts, Auto Loans and Per-
sonal Loans. 
SEWS■ 
-537 Central Ale. Dover, N.H 03820 
Pfione: 749-2150 Ment>er F.DLC 
"lur FtJ Servre Faniy Fnancial Center 
- From Durham, Lee, Madbury & 
Newmarket take Locust Street, 
second left off Rte. 108 after 
Spaulding Turnpike underpass. 
PAGE THIRTEEN 
TEL. 659-3215 
GREAT BAY MOTOR -CO., INC. 
78 EXETER ST. RT. 108 
NEWMARKET, N.H. 03857 
1975 Nova 2 dr. 
6 cyl, aut,_ p/str 
1974 Pinto aut. 
· with sun roof 
Choice of two 1974 
Monte Carlos · 
















JEANIE STAHL & MASON DARING 
Ma~h2 · 
DOUG JOHNSON 
----· classified ads 
lost and found 
Found Class ring turned into the English 
Depart~ent Year 1976. Gold & black onyx 
May claim by identifying initials Please cali 
2·1313. 2/25 • . 
Losednt: In the :vicfniti.of Murkland-Library 
W esday rught-a fmely cut white puka-
shell necklace. Very small monetary value 
but great personal sentiment If folll)d 
please return ~ P,iane DurnaiI at "Tne New Hampshire 'office. 3/1. 
Lost in Dover: Male black and white part 
colhed{ed collar, Mass. dog tags. Answers to fft e. Reward. Call 742-3694 or 749-4299. -
Lost-one br(!wn leather hand tooled wallet-
reward for fmder- contact Margo Boch - 868-
5186 Webster House Apt.C6 Durham please 
return. 2/25. ' ' 
Bishop G~~rtin class of '76 RING fo~d in 
MUB. Initials are R.E.M Claim at INFO 
DESK.2/28 
roommates 
Female Roommate needed for Apt. 3 miles 
from campus. Own room. $105/mo. & elec 
split. Call Nina. 868-2196. 2/25 · 
Female Roommate Needed. Available 
immediately. $95.00/mo includes heat & 
water; 5 min. from . campus · furnished 
kitchen, living room, share bedroom. Call 
Ann 868-5839between 5 & 6 PM. 2/28 · · ' 
Female roommate wanted to share 3" . 
bedroom apt. in Portsmouth with 2 others. 
Total expense approximately $85/month 
each. Call 436-2604 af~er 5. Sorry-no pets. 3/1 
Roommate wanted to share furnished 4 bed· 
room house with 3 female students in Dover. 
$40/mo. plus utilities . on Karj-van rte. Call 
749-3667 evenings. 2/25. 
personals 
C~DIDDLES-Happy-Birthday-Big 21 ! ! 
It s been a great 3 years so far! Have a great 
day. Love, Cathy & Mark. 2/25 
Light blue down gerry vest' mistakenly taken 
from ~eg Room Thur. nite. It 's return is 
apprec1a[ed. I have yours, but it's too small-
<?a~l 862-1300. Ask for J.B. 3/1 
Tell us where to go : Newly formed student 
Programming Committee for the Mub Pub is 
lookmg for .good talent & suggestions to 
make y_our Pub even better. I.;ook for our 
suggestion box. 2/25 
Bruce: Who the hell was (or is?) Maryanne? 
Did you really bore her? 2/25 · 
JAMAICA-Spring Vacation. A week of 
sailing in the turquoise waters of the 
Caribean ~board a 45 foot sloop for only $125. 
Does not mclude transportation. Maximum 
five people. Call Tracy 749-4722 for more 
mformafion. 3/15 . 
To Sue G. in Hitchcock: Remember lunch 
early last sem~ter at the Hud sandwich 
~,~r I'd like to see you, will get in touch. R. 
Fellow TAF-FFO'S-Keep up the good work! 
Only 1 more week to go! Gel Psyched for 3/3 
You deserve to have a full stomach! I love 
you all! Di D. 2/25 
G.P .-Sure hope you're ready to party on F .D. 
especially after losing at water polo . . Don' t 
hold you 're breath! -Tile Gambler. 2/25 
• To my "something sweet in a Box": Rum 
& Coke Kaluha, metaxa, and Eagles for-
ever, who's the instigator? You make me 
purr. Je T'aime, your frecklefaced straw-
berry. 2/25 
Stutterer, "A horse of a different color" a 
valentine, a CHS game, lasagne with' the 
"rents" have been special. But only because 
you are the sweetest Candy isn't Fanny 
Farmer! I know we'll be able to get away 
from the music if we put our heads together! 
Love-T.D. 2/25 
George, whatever happened to our phone 
and carpeting? Boarderlown. 3/1 
"D"-let's get ~ogether for a New day ; things 
can be better m every way. " R " . 2/25 
Mary Ann~_I wish you'd come back to get 
Bruce off MY back 1 frankly he bores ME to 
death too! Karen . 2/25 
Waybright-"You drink" for having a 8-Day! 
-I love you- Woodrow 2/25 
Happy Elizabeth Burns! How does it feel to 
be an old lady of 20? What say you drop those 
ecky books and get psyched for a keg on the 
lucky day? When Holly is dressed up for 
the·occas1on, pull out that box from mom and 
celebrate! Best Wishes, Cookie Monster and 
Boop. 2/25 
Bells-You dumb-Polok They mean what they 
Say-Be there Sunday. T. Bear 2/25 
. BELLS : You dum pole. This is it. Be at the 
Mub Pub Sun. Nite w::h bucks for beer. Or 
you'll never see Teddy again. The Halfway 
_ Gang. 2/25 -
Late Happy Birthday Dean. Congratulation 
Tom-Cats. Good Luck Saturday. Lets stick 
together and win the tournament. Get up for 
the game. Thanks Dean for the time 
'.>atience and fun . 2/25 · ' 
?If you were at a St. Patricks Day Party 
what Irish song(s) would you most like to ' 
hear! Send Reply~ to the MUB Pub Club St. 
Pattys ; _Day Question, Campus Mail. Results 
' DIAMOND ENGAGEMENT & WEDDING 
RINGS: Up to 50°/ 0 discount to students 
. faculty & staff (full or part-time ). Example'. 
11 ct. $75, 112 ct . $250 1 ct. $695 by buying 
direct from leading diamond importer. For 
color catalog sena $1 to SMA Diamond 
I~~rters, Inc., Box 42, Fanwood N.J. 07023 (maicate name of school) or call (212.l 682-
~:0 for location of showroom nearest .you. 
Sat npg nnzes March 17. Are you coming to our 
.• a ttys Day Party? 
--- - - - SER~NJ:~JPIJ'.Y NEEDS YOU! Are you 
"iesus is Coming Again": 3-part lecture interested in writing for a good magazine? 
series on Bible prophecy bein1Uulfl!led in or taking pictures? or doing layout? or any-
our time. Campus Crusade for Christ - Coin-: thing? Then call 2-2281 and ask for Casey or 
,muter J.gunge MUB Fridays 7:30 p .m. 3/3.. 2-1490 and ask for Dana. 2/25 
PKP-Have a super birthday! Hope it's the 
• ~t ever. I'll be by to collect my 20 birthday 
kisses! (SURE! l Love from a little Weinie 
2/25 
and ... 
WANTED : One Ski of each of the following · 
K2 five 195 cm ; K2 four 200 cm, Hart comp 
190 rm . Call Andy, Rm. 407, 23-2357. 3/ 
. 3/1 _ 
Hockey Extravaganza-Need person with \"an 
to puH off a trip to Clarkson in stvle . Will 
provide accommodations and share 
~~~nses . 868-9620. 2/25 
pre-paid class ad f o~in 
TO READ AS FOLLOWS:,._ ____________ _: ________ __,_ 
~ - _______ ,....._,;.. ______________ ...;... __ -_______ _ 
I 
PLEASE PRJNT MUST BE PREPAID 
FIRST INSERTION: '$1.00 for 30 words or less; $.50 for each 15 words t•xtra. 
EACH CQNSECt:TIVE INSERTION: $.25 Ma.ximim number of runs: 6. 
Tf>lephon~ numbe1s and dates count as one word ; hyphenated words coll,nt as two. 
I Mistak~ on our part mel'.it one additional run. 
Amt. encl . : TO RUN TIMES. 
Make check~ pay~ble t.o: The New Hampshire, Rm. 151. Mm1orial Union. 






TI-IIS IS "ASK 
lltUO? IS YO/JR PR&SIOcNT"! 
ANYON/3 00 Al-leAO., 
TH5RG? Pt~AS~.1 
~ I 
fl1?7T THING Wt:'J?E 
GOING TO (X) .... .....--- --..... 
----- ... I? 
G~T f?IDOF 





11=" H-l~~~ ANYfHING 
WE 'VE 1£ARN~P Ai 
PROCTOR cl- GAMf3L.~ 
JT'7 TJ.1£ NA/v1~ ON fl.IE: 
BOTTL~ 1/-IAT COUNT?. .. 
.. :n-lAT'S ON£ MAGA 1.ltJ£, 
7~ ¢. 1 FROM ONl 1)0LLAR, 
is- f CHAN GE, THAN!( yov1 
tJEX'T ?1.£ASE••, 
I'M SORRY, 
SIR, 81/T YOU 
HAV& 7lJ A5K 




by Bob Fineiold 
••• JLAM 8LA ... BLAH 
1kA-8LA H -SLA H 
BLAH •• • 
by Garry Trudeau 
11ctt.0? 
lllllO? tlM .. 
AMI. 6000 
ON7H£ A~-
AIR.? NOON, f /7HIS/S,. 
by Jeff Millar & Bill Hinds 
JlJ7f A?K YOUJ<%.L.F: 
IF' YOU SAW THAT ~ID~ 
I3Y 7lDE WITH A I?ULL, 
DUL~ W~ER UNIFOfM, 
Wl-l/GH WOULD YOU 




THE CHERRY ORCHARD 
by Anton Chekhov 
March 3-5 at 8 PM; March 9 at 2 PM 
March 10~12 at 8 PM · 
Johnson Theater Paul Arts Center UNH, Durham 
Student:.$2.00-$2.50 
General: $2.50-$3.00 · 
Reservations: 862-2290 
ACROSS 
1 Grinding tooth 
6 Outer 1 ayer 
10 Chair 
14 What's in-? 
15 Within: comb. fonn 
16 Fix a street ' 
17 Thomas Wolfe's "Of 
II 
20 Miles -
21 Those who grade 
22 Look narrowly 
24 Actor - White 
25 Gaze intently 
30 Soul 
32 Miss Francis 
34 Coo 1 COll1110di ty 
35 Social engagement 
39 -Some safes and 
bombs (2 wds.) 
42 My goodness! 
43 Kind 
44 Table service 
(2 wds.) . 
45 "- Me" (Sinatra 
hit) 
47 Miss Verdugo 
48 Kept 
52 At a distance 
54 Boxing rings 23 Famous jazz drummer 
56 Written agreements 25 Gratify 
62 Meanwhile (4 wds.) 26 High school subject 
64 Being: Lat. (abbr.) 
65 Famous magazine 27 - Mater 
66 Novelist George - 28 Donna or Rex 
67 Prophet 29 Goal 
68 "The Bad -" 31 Expensive food 
69 Trotsky. et a 1 . 33 Actor Janni ngs 
DOWN 
35 "- M for Murder" 
36 African fox 
37 Treasury agents 
1 Wrestling surfaces 38 Como - usted? 
2 "I wouldn't bet 40 Miss Fitzgerald 
41 Born 
3 Himalayan holy 45 Esau's wife 
man 46 Cultivated 
4 Prayer part 48 Bank items 
5 Peruse 49 Got up 
6 Body of water 50 Poetry 
( 2 wds . ) 51 Come i n 
7 Opportunely (5 wds.) 53 Sandpiper 
8 To the - degree 55 Tennis games 
9 Active person 57 Cain's brother 
10 Malice 58 Prefix: far 
11 Roof edges 59 MCX 
12 Affinns 60 Biblical town irf 
13 Succi net Samaria 
18 Drink of liquor 61 N.C.O.s 
19 Hindu prince 63 Cravat 
ANSWERS, page 12 
-GREEN. ACRES STABLES 
N.H. EQUESTRIAN CENTER 




Now Accepting Students 
For Beginner Through --
Advanced Levels 
Group-Individual Instruction 
742-3377 'Charlie & Dot White Owners 
Dorms 
.POLICE 
continued from page 3 _ 
full protection of the law while 
the police do,'' he said. 
"The University police avoid 
these situations like the plague," 
says the policeman. It's a 
conscious lack of effort. 
''Part of the job of a policeman 
is driving around just looking. If 
we see something we will take 
a'Ction," he says. 
''In 1975 there was a fire in 
Christensen and the dorm was 
evacuated," he continues. 
''Procedure calls for each room 
to be checked. If the room was 
locked I knocked on the door to 
alert the people and if it was-' 
open, I opened . the door and 
checked inside. 
"In one room I saw marijuana 
on the desk and could smell it 
distinctly. After the fire I went 
back up and made the arrest." 
Marijuana and alcohol seem to 
be the biggest offences. 
"Great numbers of students 
smoke marijuana in the dorms 
and they don't want the police in 
there because they are violating 
the law,'' said Bianco. 
Senate. 
SENATE 
continued from page 3 
people around.'' 
David Bianco, director of 
residential life, holds one of those 
administrative positions. He 
said, "It seems to me that 
the , choice of whether or not I 
sit iQ that body is a choice of 
the sU1dents and the president.'' 
Dean" of Students Jane E. 
Newmart siad she would 
"definitely be interested in 
serving," _but needs more in-
formation on the proposal. 
Several other administrators 
voiced the same concern. 
Registrar Stephanie Thomas 
said she "would be delighted" 
to serve in a Student Senate be-
cause it would give her· a direct 
line of communication with 
students. Thomas siad she has · 
''trouble getting feedback from 
students · 'On such things as 




continued from page 6 
of program can be developed -at 
other colleges. 
The program will begin this 
summer. There are over 94 appli-
cants who have heard of the pro-
. gram by word of mouth. How- . 
ever, a stipulation placed on the 
program by the Graduate School 
was that only 25 students will be 
admitted at any one time. 
One reason for the limitation is 
due to the newness of the pro-
gram. Its approval was based on 
its direction towards meeting the 
needs of New Hampshire. If the · 
first graduating class is success-
ful in obtaining positions in the 
state an increase in enrollment 
is possible. Antonak said, "Posi-
tions in other states may also 
open up." 
Another factor related to ad-
mittance limitation is the lack 
of full-time faculty. Antonak will 
be the only full-time faculty 
member working in the program. · 
This program would extend its 
service to the mentally retarded, 
the epileptic, the cerebral palsied 
and the autistic, according to 
federal law. 
However, anyone meeting cer-
tain conditions including perma-
nent disability, disability before 
the age of 18 or having a signi-
ficant impairment in ability to 
adapt tq their environment are 
also placed in this category. 
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Mary Jane Bourgealt does a hand stand on the balance beam. Bourgealt piaceo second in the 
event. ( Lee Hunsaker photo) · ~ 
Sports reporters meeting . 
Today in the New Hampshire office ,1:30 p.m. 
IMPORTANT 
ECAC hockey standings 
1. New Hampshire (24-7) ......• 20 4 0 .830 
2. Clarkson )2%-6) •••••••••••••• 16 4 0 .800 
3. Cornell OM) •...••..•..•... 15 6 0 .710 Last week Tonight 
4. Boston University (16-9-1) ... 14 6 .690 UNH6-UVM2 UVM at Clarkson 
5. Boston College (17-8-11 •..... 12 7 .625 BC 4 - Bowdoin 3 
6. Brown (14-9) .•....••.•..•... 10 8 0 .556 Union 8 • St. lawrence 6 Saturday 
7. Providence (15-11) .......... 12 10 0 .545 Northeastern 10 • Merrimac 5 UNHatPenn 
8. barvard 02-11) .•..••.••••... 10 9 0 .530 Colgate 7 -Penn 3 BC at BU 
9. Vermont (15-12) ...•....••... 10 10 0 .500 Cornell & - Harvard 2 
· RPI at Providence 
11. RPI (13-11-1) ...•. ; .•...•..•. 10 10 0 .500 Dartmouth 6 • Yale 2 Brown at Dartmouth 
11. Dartmouth (10-11-2) . ........ 9 11 1 .450 
st. Lawrence at Colgate 12. Northeastern (11-15) ........ 9 12 0 .430 last night 
' 13. Colgate )10-15) .............. 8 13 0 .380 
Yale at Harvard 
14. Penn. (8-15) ................. 6 15 0 .290 Bu 7 - Northeastern 3 Cornell at Princeton 
15. Yale (6-15-1) ................ 14 1 .280 Monday 
16. St. Lawrence )8-18) ~' ........ 15 0 .167 
17. Princeton (3-19). ............ 3 18 0 .143 BUatUVM 
In juries plague wrestlers 
By Lee Hunscker 
The UNH Wrestling team will 
finish out their season Monday 
with a make-up match against 
Maine. Following the Maine en-
counter the Cats go to the New 
Englands that are being held this 
year at Boston University on 
March 5 and 6. 
UNH's return to BU will hope-
fully be a better one than what 
the Cats just experienced losing 
lo the Terriers 43-3 on Monday 
afternoon. 
"We just weren't mentally 
ready,'' said UNH coach Irv Hess 
later. "You've gotta be ready 
mentally especially on something 
that is one on one and we simply 
weren't." · .. 
That plus the fact that UNH 
had four regulars (Doug King, 
Mike Latessa, Bill Fogarty and 
Walt Nugent) out of the lineup ac-
counted for much of the Cat's in-
ability to score. 
Jude Boucher, a first year 
wrestler starting his first varsity 
match, was the only Wildc~t to 
win a match defeating Dave 
Caplan 8-2 in the 150 pound weight 
class. 
"BU has a strong team," com-
ented Hess, ''but they shouldn't 
have won that big. We got the full 
load of their attack and with four 
regulars out we just couldn't 
handle it." 
A win Monday against Maine 
will equal the best record that 
any UNH wrestling team has 
ever had, at 7-4. The team looks 
to be stronger by then and the 
match will be a good warm up for 
the New Englands. 
''I think we should place good,'' 
speculates Hess. "I can see us 
placing third." 
The first two places almost be-
long to URI (ranked twentieth in 
the nation) and BU and a"fterThat 
the struggle begins between 
-uNH, UConn and possibly 
Brown. Yet everything depends 
on the seeding. 
"If you're seeded good," said 
Hess "then you 're in. If n«;>t then 
you're going to fight for every-
thing that you can get." 
Five Wildcats stand to have ex-
cellent chances of being seeded: 
. Scott Wood (118), Nabil Boghos 
(134). Mike Latessa (142). Walt 
Nugent (150) and Bill Fogarty 
(177). 
Hess sees Wood as having pro-
bably the best chance of any of 
the five. "Scott, in my opinion, is 
probably the third best in New 
England in his class, and he's 
proven it." · 
. Chet Davis, wrestling at 158 
lbs. also has a good chance of_ 
being seeded. ''Chet has worked 
hard all season," commented 
Hess "And he's won some tough 
matches. I think that he might 
~place but you never know until 
you get there." 
Check Out Our 
Super Sales 
Tampax Super 40's $1.49 
Super Soft Puffs .59 
Colgate_ & Ultrabrite(7oz.) .99 
100 Watt Blow .Dryer 9.99 
Candy Bars 6 for .88 
Coat Hangers 6 for .99 
L. 
'AS,:~ CARE PltARMAlY 




The UNH women's basketball team scored 100 points for the 
first time in their history Wednesday afternoon, defeating 
Plymouth State College 100-61 at Lundholm gymnasium. 
The Wildcats, now 6-5, were led by Kathy Sanborn with 
24 points, Jean Giarrusso with 16 points and 13 rebounds, 
and Karen Bolton, who had 10 rebounds. 
For Plymouth Debbie Hughes had 17 points and Patty Lar-
son had 14. 
The Wildcats will travel to Northeastern on Saturday, game . 




_Black drafted by ASL 
UNH soccer player Bol;> Black was drafted by the Rhode 
Island Oceaneers of the American Soccer League last Tuesday. 
Black was selected in the fourth round of the ASL annual draft. 
The senior business administration major was named to honor-
able mention All-Yankee Conference and All-American last 
season. 
Black is attending a tryout this weekend with the New York 
Cosmos of the North American Soccer League. 
UNH student to compete 
at National AAU 1n NYC 
Debbie Hala.dy, of the UNH Women's Track Club,will be going 
· to Madison Square Garden in New York City today to participate 
in the National AAUindoor track and field championships for 
· women. 
Halady, the freshman from Falmouth, Mass., will join Judy 
Salkoski, also from UNH, at Providence, Rhode Island on Sunday 
to compete in the New England tournament. 
Salkoski will be competing in the one mile walk race. -
. Halady will be going to New York with the Falmouth Track 
Club and will run the one mile relay against sprinters from the 
U.S. Olympic Team. · 
Women's track club coach David Jenkins said Halady was a 
"very, very talented runner" and that this meet and the AA U 
meets to be held this spring "could lead to international competi-
tion" for Halady. 
Hockey records tied 
!he UNH hockey team tied two records Tuesday night. The 
WIidcats broke the team record for most wins in a season 24. 
Bob Miller tied Lou Frigon's record for most assists in 'a season 
in the second period. Miller fed Rod Langway for UNH's sixth 
goal. 
RPl's playoff hopes hurt 
RPI's playoff hopes took. a serious blow Monday night. The 
Engineer's third leading scorer Steve Stoyanovich underwent an 
appendectomy after the Providence game which RPI won 5-3. 
Stoyanovich is a leading candidate for ECAC Rookie of the 
Year. He set up the tying goal against the Friars bringing his 
total to 36 ( 18 goals and 18 assists). , 
Boston College's Paul Skidmore injured his ankle when he 
slipped while walking on · a sidewalk. Rumor had it that the 
sophomore goalie would be out for the season but the word from 
, BC says he is expected to play Saturday night against Boston 
University. 
DAY.PACK 





Great for books 
Campus MFG 
P.O. Box 113 
Durham, NH 03824 
Enclosed is a check or money order 
for$ __ for __ packs 







By Lee Hunsaker 
UNH Athletic Director Andrew 
Mooradian has been granted a 
leave of absence:• by UNH's . 
Board of Trustees. "I'm very 
pleased that the trustees gave me 
the leave," said Mooradian ex-
plaining that the decision is "in . 
the best interest of UNH ath-
letics." 
The decision by the trustees . 
came last Saturday. 
Mooradian exp1ame<1 tnat n1s 
request for a leave of absence . 
_ame about because of Title IX. 
"It's (Title IX) creating pro-
blems in a lot of schools and I 
think I could do a better job as 
an administrator if I saw the 
problems at these other schools, 
how they handle them, and relate 
this to UNH.'' 
Mooradian went on to say that 
should his studies finisnearly he 
plans hopefully t~ travel to Eu-
rope and stuay the systems of 
other countries sbch as Russia 
• and Ru.mania. 
"I've been interested in doing 
that for a long time and I think 
it could give me a fresh new 
outlook." 
President Eu2ene Mills feels 
the leave of absence; is a ne-
cessary one. "These special stu-
dies are critical to the special . 
effort being put out by VNH . 
tn r.e1auon to auuettcs, l>Oth pien 
and women, in concern \vith 
Title IX. I'm sure he (Moora-
dian) will make fine use of his 
time. We have a lot riding on that 
area." 
Mooradian's leave begins next 
January and will continue into 
mid June or early July. During 
the time that Mooradian is away 
it is. expected that Lionel Carbon-
neau, the assistant athletic di-
rector, will take over the ~sition. 
Cats foul out 
at UVM, 79-74 
Bv Bob Grieco 
BURLINGTON, Vt. - The UNH 
OasKetl>all team played a hard 
fought game before bowing to the 
Vermont Catamounts 79-74 to-
night here in Patrick Gym. 
The loss of four starters in· the 
final minutes of the contest 
destroyed all UNH nopes for a 
come from behind victory. 
First Co-captain Steve Singelais 
who had been controlling the 
game for the Wildcats and scor-
ing well, was forced to leave the 
game because of an injury to his 
ankle late in the second half. 
Then with under three minutes 
to play and the Catamounts ahead 
by a slight margin, both of UNH's 
top rebounders, Peter Laskaris 
and Tom Cavanaugh fouled out. 
Finally Keith Dickson fouled 
out with 40 seconds left to leave 
the Wildcats with an inexperi-
enced lineup for the final seconds. 
"We gave them too many shots 
and could not replace our starters 
when tliey fouled out,'' said head 
coach Gerry Friel after the 
game. 
UNH did manage to pull with-
in three points after the depar-
ture of Dickson but ,could get no, 
closer as the Catamounts were 
able to keep control of the ball. 
Two intentional fouls by UNH 
in the last 24 seconds in an at-
tempt to get the ball iced the 
game for Vermont, as the Cata-
mounts hit on all four free 
throws. 
· The Wildcats opened the first 
half a bit cold and .quickly fell 
behind by eight points in the first 
four minutes. 
Vermont was able to move the 
ball inside and hit from short 
range with the inside wo.rk of 
6'11" center Mike Kern.i{ern·also 
did a good job on defense ·by not 
allowing the Cats to penetrate 
and consequently attempting 
many outside shots. 
Eventually Cavanaugh got 
UNH back into . the game with 
some good defensive work in the 
middle. 
Unfortunately for UNH, the 
Catamounts were then able to 
score from the outside, mainly on 
the shooting of Warren Prehmus 
and Ron Gattschalk. 
Singelais kept the Wildcats in 
the game with 16 first half points. 
The Wildcats also hit on 11 or 12 
free throws in the first half to 
stay within a point of Vermont at 
the half 40-39. 
to within three points and that is 
the margin that separated the 
two teams for most of the second 
half. 
"Steve was playing a super 
game for us, and the injury really 
hurt us at the end," lamented 
Friel. 
Singelais attempted to: play 
again after he left the ga~e the 
first time but wasn't able to last 
more than a minute on his 
injured ankle. . 
Singelais an~ Paul D~ur led 
the Wildcats m the scoring de-. 
partment, each finishing witn 20 
points. Dickson had 14 and 
Cavanaugh ended with 13. 
For Vermont, Prehmus was the 
leading scorer with 22 points. 
Gattschalk added 20 to the 
Catamounts' winning cause. .. 
UNH will close out its season 
next Tuesday with a game 
against the Maine Blackbears up 
in Orono. Maine. 
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Paul Powers' slap shot bulges the net behind UVM goalie Peter Reynolds to give UNH a 4-2 
lead. Gary Burns (behind t&e net) passed the puclc to Powers to set up the goal. (Scott 
Spalding photo) 
Fontas doubtful 
Icemen tuneup at Penn 
By Ed McGrath 
In a tuneup for the big one next 
~Tuesday, the UNH hockey team 
~wtll play Pennsylvania in 
Philadelphia tomorrow night. 
~he big' ga!Jle is next Tuesday 
· in .Potsda~, N. Y. where UNH 
will meet Clarkson in a game to 
determine who will finish number 
one in the East. 
Penn is fourteenth in the ECAC 
with a 6-15 record (8-15 overall). 
But the Quakers have pulled 
some surprises on the top teams 
this season. 
congratulated for the win. 
Most people described the UNH 
team as "awesome". Holt just 
smiled and said "tnarucs, it's not 
me, it's the team." . . 
After falling behind 1-0 with 13 
seconds elapsed in the game, the 
team came back and stymied the 
UVMattack. 
''The def erise was excellent. 
They did a good job clearing the 
rebounds," said goalie Dan 
Magnarelli "Tim (Burke) and 
Paul (Powers) blocked a few 
shots and that helped." 
Powers blasted the puck by UVM 
netminder Peter Reynolds (23 
saves) to make the score 4-2. 
Dave Lumley iced the game for 
the Cats at 15:46. 
The Catamounts had four 
power play opportunities in the 
final period but couldn't score. 
UVM had a five on three advan-
tage at one point and with five 
forwards on the ice couldn't get a 
good shot off. 
Penn owns_wins over Cornell Magnarelli made 38 saves but 
"The idea is not to shoot from 
the point. We were trying to set 
up a play inside,'' said UVM 
coach Jim Cross. ''UNH was tak-
ing it awav from us pretty good. and Harvard in the Class of '23 many of them were from the 
rink. The Quakers downed the blueline or farther out. UVM 
Big Red 9-5 in late January and defenseman John Glynne scored 1 
''The key is to put the puck in 
the net. We are having problems 
scoring." said Cross. Harvard last week 4-3. on a slap shot from center ice 
UNH may be without the ser- · that diPI>E:? and went through 
vices of center Jon Fontas. Magnarelh s legs. Glynne 
Fontas injured his shoulder in t~e trie~ to repeat this per:forma~ce 
third period of Tuesday's 6-2 wm all mght but Magnarell1 held him 
over Vermont. He practice yes- off. 
terday, but off the ice, his arm. 
"I thought it would be a cliff-
hanger," said Holt, "But I think 
that all the time." 
UNH clinched second place 
with this win. The top seed in the 
ECAC will be determined in 
Potsdam next Tuesday should the 
Cats beat Penn . 
was in a sling. 
Fontas said after the _game 
he might miss the Penn game 
but he wants to be ready for the 
Clarkson game and the playoffs. · 
After the game Tuesday, UNH · 
coach · Charlie Holt was being 
UVM's other goal ~ame on a 
two on one. Brad Holt got caught 
up ice, and center TQJll Colby 
fed Bill McAlduff for the goal at 
6: 54 of the second period to cut ''The team is• playing excel-
UNH' s lead the 3-2. • lent," said MagnarelliJ "It's go-
Gary Burns fed Powers at the - ing to· take an awful lot to s~op 
t~p of the faceoff circle at 11:34 . . ~-" 
Gymnasts sweep 
to win over MIT 
By Bob Grieco: · 
Freshman Linda Schneider and 
sophomore Mary Jane Bourgault 
led the UNH gymnastics team 
to a 11.85-75.35 ·victory over MIT 
Wednesday night. 
''The team looked very good 
out there. They're performing.," 
said UNH coach Lou Datllf~, 
"It's hard to come off the bencn 
and perform your best. The girls 
are able to do it now.'' 
UNH performed well enough to 
sweep the top four places in three 
events and first and third in the 
other. They also placed first and . 
second in the all_ around categori= 
Schneider took first place in all . 
four events and won the all-
around with 32. 75 points. The 
freshman gymnast scored an 8.6 
in the floor exercises and was 
greeted with a standing ovation 
as she left the mat. 
the Eastern Regionals but we 
haven't had any difficulty against 
the teams we've met this season. 
We're just n9t pushed enou,gh. 
., 
''I think we could compete 
against teamsl. like Springfield 
and would score higher giving 
us a better shot at the Easterns," 
added Datilio, "Our team aver-
age ·has to be about 115-120. 
Right now we're at 111. Tougher 
competition would push it much· 
higher." 
Datilio's team received a big_ 
boost this semester with the addi-
tion of freshman Lorri Seibert. 
Seibert, a first semester fresh-
man, has been working out with 
the t~m for only a month. 
. Against MIT, she scored a total 
of 18.1 points taking a third 
· on the balance beam and a fourth 
in the floor exercises. 
Bourgealt placed second to ''Wi~out Lorri we p~obably 
Schneider in the vault balance ·· wouldn t have a team, com-
beam and the all around competi- . mented Datilio, "She's only been 
tion. She took a third in the un- , ht:re a month ,, and has con-
even parallel bars and the floor tributed greatly. 
exercises. 
UNH started cold again in the 
beginning of the second half and . 
fell behind 54-47. 
The two Wildcat hoops, one on 
a key steal by Singelais. got UNH · 
freshman Lorri Seibert does her thing on the uneven 
parallel bars during Wednesday's gymnastics meet. (Nick 
. Novick photo) 
"In meets like this I don't 
worry about points. I just look for 
good performances from the 
girls:' said Datilio, "O~_goal is 
UNH's next regular meet is 
March 1 against Northeastern. 
If the Wildcats qualify, they will 
compete in the Easterns on 
March 10-12. 
